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Annual Report for 2010 (1 December 2009 – 31 August 2010) 

EAR-0735156 UNAVCO Community and Facility Support 

1.0 Executive Summary 
Summarized in this report are the activities of the UNAVCO Facility and Education and 
Outreach Programs for year three of the NSF five year UNAVCO Community and Facility 
Cooperative Agreement (CA) “EAR-0735156 Support of  UNAVCO Community and Facility 
Activities: Geodesy Advancing Earth Science Research.”  The CA funds the UNAVCO Facility’s 
core activities for NSF Division of Earth Sciences (EAR), NASA, and the Arctic and Antarctic 
programs of the NSF Office of Polar Programs (OPP). The Facility, through this Cooperative 
Agreement, provides engineering, equipment and data services that support research projects for 
investigators using GPS and other high precision geodetic techniques to conduct scientific 
investigations. These projects include individual Principal Investigator (PI) projects, large 
collaborative projects such as AfricaArray, the Chile earthquake  NSF RAPID event response, 
polar GNET and POLENET projects, and the larger multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope 
project and its imaging, campaign GPS and radiometric dating components. 
 
As noted in our interim report, 2010 has been marked by several major events that drove 
UNAVCO and community response efforts. These events include the tragic and devastating 
Mw=7 Haiti Earthquake of 1/12/2010, the giant Mw=8.8 Maule, Chile Earthquake of 2/27/2010, 
and the Mw=7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah Baja California, Mexico, Earthquake of 4/4/2010. The 
response from the UNAVCO community of researchers, UNAVCO facilities, sponsors and 
collaborators in the international community has been unprecedented. These efforts are providing 
open sharing of critical data on co-seismic and post-seismic deformation allowing researchers to 
better understand seismic processes and to refine short and long term hazards models. UNAVCO 
has played an important role in helping the community to plan and implement response activities 
and in helping to develop a number of new NSF proposals designed to provide both rapid and 
longer term infrastructure in affected areas. Response mobilization included all aspects ranging 
from providing equipment and engineering to education and outreach and community 
coordination.  
 
The number of Facility-supported technologies available to the UNAVCO community in their 
geodetic “toolbox”  has evolved and expanded significantly over the past few years. Increasingly 
imaging techniques such as InSAR and LiDAR (from space, aircraft and on the ground) are being 
used independently or in conjunction with GPS as investigators seek to measure the shape of the 
Earth’s ground and ice surfaces and their change over time. InSAR and LiDAR provide the 
spatial coverage and GPS the highest accuracy and temporal resolution. To support these needs 
UNAVCO hosts the WInSAR and EarthScope InSAR archives (with NSF, NASA and USGS 
funding); has developed Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) support capability through the 
INTERFACE and Polar MRI projects and supplements to the CA; provides project engineering 
and long-term data curation support for EarthScope airborne LiDAR; and has engaged in a 
collaborative NASA ROSES-funded information technology project to develop improved access 
to high altitude and space LiDAR data. We highlight in this report the Africa Array Network and 
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the commissioning of the new NSF-funded TLS pool and project support in this rapidly growing 
area. 
 
At the same time, GPS is becoming GNSS with the addition of GLONASS and Galileo resulting 
in new capabilities but also new complexities in technologies and data formats. Testing these new 
GNSS receivers and antennas is one of many new projects being undertaken by UNAVCO’s now 
fully staffed Development and Testing group.  Overall, GNSS support remains our primary core 
task and UNAVCO Facility engineers traveled North America and the globe to assist PI projects 
and maintain global GNSS infrastructure. Project examples include Antarctica, Africa, Haiti, 
Puerto Rico, Nicaragua, Bolivia, Equador, Chile, and Argentina. In addition, UNAVCO and JPL 
worked together to continue to service and upgrade the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN) 
stations and add GLONASS capability to selected stations. Activities included project 
development, field support, operations and maintenance, equipment, and training; details are 
provided in this report. 
 
This report also captures the activities of the Education and Outreach program at UNAVCO. As 
presented in the Community Hightlights below, the E&O group supported the well attended and 
successful UNAVCO Science Workshop in Boulder, CO, in March, 2010. With separate NSF 
funding of the RESESS program, and generous contributions in time and support from partner 
organizations, eleven students completed successful summer internships. The E&O team is also 
participating in UNAVCO website redesign, and are organizing or participating in a number of 
professional development workshops and learning sessions. The E&O team is preparing for the 
external review of UNAVCO’s E&O program. 
 
This annual report presents UNAVCO Community and Facility highlights and performance 
metrics including core support and summaries of the major projects managed by the Facility. This 
report provides key quantitative performance metrics following the Facility Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS). The Facility uses an 88 element WBS that provides a multi-level framework 
that organizes and defines the work to be accomplished for core and project tasks. A high level 
performance summary is given in Table 1 with comparison to past levels. The WBS contributes 
to the assessment of our performance toward meeting UNAVCO’s strategic goals. The entries in 
2010 are for Dec. 2009 – Aug. 2010. 

UNAVCO Community Summary 

UNAVCO is a member-governed university consortium, an organization that is uniquely 
positioned to advance and support geodesy community science goals. Since the creation of 
UNAVCO, Inc. as an independent non-profit corporation in 2001, the UNAVCO Consortium 
membership has grown to 91 Full members and 68 Associate members from around the globe 
(Figure 1). UNAVCO provides support as described below to the solid Earth and polar research 
communities that make up the membership of UNAVCO. The membership meets annually at the 
Fall American Geophysical Union meeting to conduct business and to elect the UNAVCO Board 
of Directors. The UNAVCO Board meets three times per year. UNAVCO also has a number of 
advisory and science committees which advise UNAVCO on the services it provides and on 
longer term planning. These committees are created by and report to the UNAVCO Board. The 
Facility interacts with the Facility Advisory Committee and the Education and Outreach 
Advisory Committee (with participant support from this CA), the WInSAR Executive 
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Figure 1. (left) UNAVCO Consortium Membership; (right) Members are located around the globe. 

Associate Members Members

mmittee (PNSC). The PNSC is a joint 

 
 
 
 
UNAVCO, Inc. Headquarters and its three programs (Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory 
(PBO), and Education and Outreach) currently have 91 full-time and temporary employees in 
three locations. UNAVCO was part of the team that successfully completed the construction 
phase of the EarthScope NSF Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction project. 
UNAVCO is now in the Operations and Maintenance phase of the project and manages the PBO 
and San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) facilities through a separate Cooperative 
Agreement. 
 
Principal activities of UNAVCO funded through the Facility and Community Cooperative 
Agreement include providing field equipment, engineering, data, and education and outreach 
support to Principal Investigator EAR, OPP, and Community projects. The Facility also provides 
some project support to PBO including data and products archiving and distribution, managing 
the GPS equipment pool and repairs, and occasional field support. UNAVCO, with JPL, operates 
and maintains the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN). 
 
Science workshops provide important opportunities for focused community scientific, 
educational, and technological exchange of ideas and for community building. UNAVCO hosts 
or helps to organize a number of workshops each year. UNAVCO hosted the Polar Technology 
Conference, held in Boulder, CO March 25 – 26, 2010 that had 90 attendees. Other workshops 
held in 2010 include: US-Africa-Array workshop on Expanding the Africa Array Network to 
Support Multidisciplinary Science in Africa, (June 2-4, 2010, Washington, D.C.) and Workshop 
Toward a Unified GPS Network in Mexico, (September 20-22, 2010, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico).  
 
The 2010 UNAVCO Science Workshop, held in Boulder, CO at the Millennium Harvest Hotel 
from March 8-11, 2010, drew 170 attendees from as far away as Ethiopia, Japan, Lebanon, and 
New Zealand.  UNAVCO supported 15 students, three of which are RESESS interns, and 50 
UNAVCO employees attended the workshop.  The workshop was a mix of Science Session talks 
related to UNAVCO-supported science, breakout Special Topic Sessions (STSs), poster sessions, 
and field trips (Figure 2). 
 

Committee, and the Polar Networks Science Co
UNAVCO/IRIS committee. 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 



The four Science Sessions were entitled: Toward a pixel-by-pixel view of Earth’s surface changes 
with talks by Christophe Delacourt, Jean Philippe Avouac, Emily Brodsky, and Josh Roering and 
David Schmidt; Expanding the temporal range of high precision GPS Observations with talks by 
Tim Melbourne, Gerald Bawden, Meredith Nettles, Tim Dixon; Opportunities posed by advances 
in geodesy with talks by Ken Hudnut, Tom Herring, Paul Rosen, and Adrian Borsa; and Geodesy 
and water in a changing climate, with talks by Steve Nerem, Jay Famiglietti, James Foster, and 
Kristine Larson.  In addition to these plenary se
many of whic
new initiatives such as capacity building for e GPS, event 
responses to the earthquakes in Chile and Hait in quantifying earthquake 
recurrence. For more inform
UNAVCO website. 
 

ssions there were 14 Special Topic Sessions, 
h were organized by Facility staff. Each STS was focused on related science and 

science across the globe, real-tim
i, and geodesy’s role 

ation including detailed agenda see science highlights at the 

        

Facility Activities Overview 
The UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, CO, is organized into two primary activities: Engineering and 
Data. The Facility Engineering Group provides project management, planning, installation, 
operations and maintenance of continuous GPS networks around the globe. The Engineering 
Group also provides state-of-the-art equipment for campaigns and semi-permanent surveys and 
field engineering upon request. Engineers and technicians also undertake technology 
development, testing, and systems integration to support new project demands. Curation and 
distribution of data are an important part of the Facility’s responsibilities. The Facility Data 
Group services include data management and archiving of GPS and InSAR data and data 
products for future applications. The Facility also contributes significantly to education and 
outreach supporting the UNAVCO Education and Outreach (E&O) program and PI E&O 
projects. 
 
Support to PIs 
UNAVCO has the unique and fundamental role of providing solid Earth and cryospheric science 
researchers with free access to a pooled resource of geodetic technologies, equipment, data, 
technical support and collaboration that are key enablers of fundamental research being 
conducted from the equator to the poles (Figures 3 – 6). Here we highlight our support to the 
Africa Array GPS Network and our TLS activities. 

Figure 2. (left) A 
preliminary solution for 
the coseismic 
displacement field 
associated with the 
recent M 8.8 Maule 
earthquake in south-
central Chile, derived 
by James Foster and 
Ben Brooks at the 
University of Hawaii. 
(right) Dr. Bob 
Anderson, University 
of Colorado, discusses 
geomorphology and 
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Africa Array GPS Network
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Figure 3. The primary field team for the UNAVCO-
supported GPS installations and training. From left to right, 
Zibusiso Gumede (University of Witwatersrand, South 
Africa), Sarah Doelger (UNAVCO), and Robert Kometsi 
(Council for Geosciences, South Africa). Mr. Gumede will 
be continuing with GPS installations in Ghana and 
Cameroon in October.

 
• Principal Investigator (PI): Dr. Andy Nyblade (Penn State University)  
• Field Engineers: Sarah Doelger (UNAVCO)  
• Dates: July 26 –September 2, 2010  
• Location: Africa  
• Funding Source: The Am

Foundation 
  

Africa Array, initialized in 2004, is s 
in the geosciences for Africans, within Africa. Th
geothermal resources and demand fo
However, this need is not being met.  

To address this need, Africa Array is 
developing specialized education and 
research programs involving universities 
in the US, Africa, and Europe. Although 
the project ultimately aims to expand its 
training model to include many 
geoscience fields, the current focus has 
been on geophysics. In particular, 
seismic and geodetic observatories are 
being installed throughout the continent.  

UNAVCO’s role in the project began 
when, in August 2010, it provided 
engineering support for the installation 
of six continuously operating GPS 
stations in the countries of Botswana, 
Namibia, Zambia, and Malawi. These 
installations also served as training 
sessions for AA collaborators from the 
University of Witwatersrand and the Council for Geoscience in South Africa. These individuals 
will be responsible for the installation of 19 additional GPS sites later this year at various 
locations around the continent.  

With one exception, the six sites installed were co-located with AA seismic stations. These sites 
are on the properties of public and private institutions including local geologic surveys, 
meteorology offices, and universities.  

The largest threat to equipment safety at these sites is vandalism. For preventative measures, all 
GPS antenna monuments were installed on the rooftops of concrete buildings. The GPS receivers 
are stored in the closest possible offices in each building. All equipment runs off of independent 
solar power.  

erican Recovery and Reinvestment act, via the National Science 

a project that aims to establish research and training program
e continent is rich in mineral, petroleum, and 

r trained geoscientists to manage these resources is growing. 



Upon completion, the Africa Array GPS network w
21 NetR8 GPS receivers. Each site will have a 
dome. Additionally, Vaisala WXT 20 meteorolog
rooftops) within 10 to 15 feet of each GPS antenna.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Puerto Rico Terrestrial Laser Scanning
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Figure 4. Winstone Kapanje (left), a local 
collaborator with the Geologic Survey of Malawi 
in Zomba, helps to install the GPS antenna on the 
roof of the Survey office building. Fred Tugume 
(right, a Ugandan PhD student at Penn State 
University), joined the field team for training in 
Malawi. Tugume will be installing two other 
Africa Array GPS stations in Uganda and 
Tanzania in mid September. 

 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) activities at UNAVCO expanded tremendously in scope and 
capacity in 2010.  UNAVCO acquired four new TLS instruments for community use.  UNAVCO 
supported 6 PI proposals submissions to NSF-EAR, with most PI’s never having requested 
UNAVCO support previously.  UNAVCO provided engineering support and training for more 
than 15 unique community projects.  UNAVCO supported numerous TLS community, education 
and outreach activities including conference presentations, special sessions, and undergraduate 
and graduate student experiences.  One example of TLS support is the geodetic imaging of a 
landslide study site in El Yunque National Forest, Puerto Rico led by Bob Wang, University of 
Puerto Rico at Mayaguez and supported by NSF-EAR, as illustrated below. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.  New UNAVCO TLS instrument, a Riegl VZ400, scanning a landslide site at El Yunque National Forest, 
Puerto Rico as part of a study led by Bob Wang, University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez and supported by NSF-
EAR.  Note that retaining wall has failed.  UNAVCO conducted scans of this site prior to (May 2010) and 
immediately following (August 2010) failure of the retaining wall. 
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Support to Global GNSS Network 
UNAVCO also supports JPL in the operation and maintenance of an international GNSS 
infrastructure that provides data to enable high-precision scientific applications.  Principal 
components of this support include operation of NASA’s GGN, and technical services for the 
International GNSS Service (IGS). By supporting these activities, UNAVCO assures availability 
of a high-quality global data set to develop a high-precision geodetic reference frame and satellite 
orbital parameters that are used by nearly every high-precision GNSS geodetic project. In 
addition to providing a precise reference frame, the products and data from the IGS are directly 
used for global geodetic studies of plate tectonics, mass loading and strain rate. NASA funding is 
provided via an NSF pass through to the Facility through this CA. 

Facility Metrics Summary 
A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in FY2010 is presented in this report. Two types of 
reporting metrics are used. The first is the overall summary of engineering and data activities 
over the last seven years (Table 1). The second is a set of detailed metrics, given in the main body 
of this report, that are associated with specific elements of the Facility’s Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS). Past annual reports, and quarterly or semi-annual interim reports to NSF are 
archived at http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html

Figure 6. (left) PI Bob Wang (UPRM) and student Arlenys Ramiriz (UPRM) conducting a TLS survey at the El 
Yunque landslide study site.  Arlenys was also a RESESS protégé at UNAVCO in summer 2010.  (right) LiDAR 
point cloud of failed retaining wall at El Yunque landslide study site, Puerto Rico.  Colors represent amplitude 

).  
 
The first row in summary Table 1 is the number of PI projects receiving Facility engineering or 
equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting to full field implementation. In 
2010, 51 PI projects with EAR and another 20 with community support were supported during 
the report period. There were 47 Polar projects (Antarctic and Arctic) supported by the Facility. 
The number of non-PBO (and non-PBO Nucleus) permanent stations falling under the Facility 
umbrella for general Operations and Management support grew considerably to 716 (533 EAR, 
57 Arctic, 47 Antarctic, 79 NASA) in 2010, up from 643 stations in 2009. This includes a mix of 
stations that Facility has primary responsibility for O&M as well as stations receiving significant 
support from PIs and their collaborators with the Facility having a secondary data management 
role. PBO stations are not included as O&M and data management is primarily handled by the 
PBO project. Note that the Facility permanent station O&M list from 2004 to 2008 included the 
separately-funded PBO Nucleus network of 209 existing university stations. PBO Nucleus 
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Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2004-2010 

upgrades were successfully completed in 2008 and the network (and remaining funding) was 
transitioned to PBO O&M accounting for the drop in total number of permanent stations with 
Facility O&M between 2008 and 2009. The metric “Total Support Requests” refers to requests 
for support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via 
email and phone calls. There were 270 Total Support Requests in 2010. The metric “Unique 
Institutions w/ Project Support Requests” shows that there were 61 unique institutions receiving 
Project Support. 
 
 

Activity by FY 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2010 2009 (Dec-Aug) 
NSF PI Projects 48 58 48 52 48 66 51 Supported 
OPP PI Projects 37 38 48 48 60 44 47 Supported 
Other Community 22 38 37 49 43 41 20 Projects 
Permanent Stations 
O&M 
(incl. PBO Nucleus, excl. 
PBO) 

 643 555 
(209) 

593 621 730 793 
(209) 

 
(209) (209) (209) (no PBO 716 

Nucleus) 

Campaigns 71 41 39 55 41 44 35 Archived 

Permanent Stations 
Archived 

380 
(Incl. 40 

PBO) 

681 
(Incl. 162 

PBO) 

1092 
(Incl. 373 

PBO) 

1572 
(Incl. 742 

PBO) 

1786 
(Incl. 880 

PBO) 

1889 1965 
(Incl. 1101 (Incl.  1101 

PBO) PBO) 
Total UNAVCO 
email/telephone 108 157 131 177 228 339 270 
Support Requests 
Unique Institutions w/ 
Project Support 47 63 46 46 48 57 61 
Requests 

2.0 Facility Support Activities 
The UNAVCO Facility is organized into two primary activities, the Engineering and Equipment 
Services that handles engineering, network operations and maintenance and equipment support, 
and the Data Center that handles data management, archiving and data distribution. Projects 
managed by the Facility include core EAR PI support, OPP PI support, and support of the NASA 
GGN; the new cross-cutting Development and Testing activity; and Geodetic Imaging activity 
that include management and archiving of the imagery purchased by EarthScope and 
management of the INTERFACE Terrestrial Laser Scanning project. The Engineering and 
Equipment Services group provides comprehensive permanent and campaign project support 
including planning and budgets, installation, operations, training, technical support, field 
engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and development. The group also 
maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool receivers that are loaned to projects. The 
group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent station equipment including the new PBO 
permanent station and campaign systems. The Data Center handles GPS, SAR, and TLS data 
management, archiving, and data distribution tasks; and manages a large and diverse assemblage 



of data handling, data storage and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems. Facility 
Operations and Infrastructure staff provide a host of information technology resources including 
computer systems administration, web, application, administrative, and database support. 
The Facility’s role in support of the various aspects of a project is depicted in Figure 7. For 
individual PI projects the Facility support can be quite comprehensive depending on what other 
resources are available to the project.. However for large projects such as EarthScope, UNAVCO 
and PBO have substantial resources and the Facility role is directed toward engineering support 
upon request, equipment testing and handling, and archiving. 

 
Figure 7. Typical phases of a project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility. 

The implementation of a GPS or TLS project is collaborative involving the Principal 
Investigators (PIs) and Facility staff and the various phases are depicted in a general fashion in 
Figure 7. The process can involve: 
1) Technical planning and budget development for proposals 
2) Pre-deployment Planning, Preparation and Training including UNAVCO Classes. 
3) GPS and/or TLS Data Collection and Network Operation and Maintenance. 
4) Data Pre-processing. 
5) Data Processing and Scientific Analysis. 
6) Archiving of Data and Science Products. 

2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support 

2.11 NSF-EAR Program Support 
UNAVCO provides specialized technology support to EAR investigators in utilizing GPS and 
TLS within projects. Services and support are offered for a variety of operating modes, including 
traditional campaign mode measurements, semi permanent or permanent networks, real-time and 
post processed kinematic surveys, and more recently terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). 
As described earlier,  primary services offered to PIs center around acquiring, distributing, 
archiving and applying high-precision geodetic data, including: project management, field 
engineering and technical support services to plan and execute surveys and permanent station 
installations; network engineering services for permanent network operations, network 
maintenance, data flow monitoring and troubleshooting; equipment testing services to evaluate 
and improve performance; system integration and software development services for 
development of advanced systems; technical support, consultation and training for researchers in 
applying geodetic technologies; and logistics services for worldwide deployments, including 
property tracking and management, import/export and shipping; and data management and 
archiving services. 
 
Facility NSF-EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 2 below 
and is discussed in the following section. 
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Table 2.  Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE 
 

WBS Task Name Metrics Quantity 

1.1.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment 

1.1.1.2 Permanent Station Operations #Stations on O&M list 533
# Troubleshooting events Not Tracked

1.1.1.3 NSF EAR Project Support 
NSF Other Project Support #Projects 33

18
1.1.1.4 Community Project Support #Projects 20
1.1.1.5 Eng Tech Support #Tech support requests 270
1.1.1.6 Development and Testing #D&T projects 7
1.1.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance #Receivers in pool 373
1.1.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs #Repairs completed 132
1.1.1.9 E&O Support #Meetings, classes, workshops 2

Permanent Station operations 
The Facility provides operations and management (O&M) support to 533 continuously operating 
stations (Table 3). The O&M support includes data downloading, stae of health monitoring and 
reporting,  resolving  communications and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment, 
and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. 
 
The UNAVCO Facility, working closely with PIs and their collaborators, provides O&M support 
at three broad levels: 
 

• High – UNAVCO Facility provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving 
the data, monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data 
flow or station hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if 
necessary. If maintenance trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by 
the PI’s project. 

• Medium – PIs or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data 
flow, and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and 
medium-level technical support on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering 
maintenance trips and materials required for O&M are covered by the PI’s project. 

• Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.  
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations. 

 
Table 3. Current UNAVCO Facility Operations and Maintenance List 
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Network Name or Location Principal Investigator No. 
Active 
Stations 

Level Funding Source 
of 
Effort 

Pakistan Roger Bilham, CU 5 high NSF-EAR 
Peatland Minnesota  Paul Glaser, U. of Minn. 14 high NSF Geoscience Directorate, 

Carbon & Water in the Earth 
System Program, 
interdisciplinary EAR, AGS 
and OCE 

Caribbean Hurricane John Braun, UCAR 10 high NSF-AGS/EAR: IF 



Prediction & Geodetic  
Network 

CALIPSO 
Glen Mattioli, U of 
Arkansas 4 high NSF-EAR 

Puerto Rico 
Guoquan Wang, U of 
Puerto Rico 7 high NSF-EAR MRI 

                                                     
Galapagos  

Dennis Geist, U. Idaho 
10 

high NSF-EAR-
PET&GEOCHEM 

Calabria Michael Steckler, LDEO 9 high NSF-EAR: CD 
Rio Grande Rift  Anne Sheehan, CU 25 high NSF-EAR: EarthScope 
Afar  Eric Calais, Purdue 17 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Tanzania Eric Calais, Purdue 1 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Telica Volcano Peter LaFemina, Penn 3 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Pakistan Roger Bilham, CU 5 high NSF-EAR 
Peatland Minnesota  Paul Glaser, U. of Minn. 14 high NSF Geoscience Directorate, 

Carbon & Water in the Earth 
System Program, 
interdisciplinary EAR, AGS 
and OCE 

Caribbean Hurricane 
Prediction & Geodetic  
Network John Braun, UCAR 10 high NSF-AGS/EAR: IF 

CALIPSO 
Glen Mattioli, U of 
Arkansas 4 high NSF-EAR 

Puerto Rico 
Guoquan Wang, U of 
Puerto Rico 7 high NSF-EAR MRI 

                                                     
Galapagos  

Dennis Geist, U. Idaho 
10 

high NSF-EAR-
PET&GEOCHEM 

Calabria Michael Steckler, LDEO 9 high NSF-EAR: CD 
Rio Grande Rift  Anne Sheehan, CU 25 high NSF-EAR: EarthScope 
Afar  Eric Calais, Purdue 17 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Tanzania Eric Calais, Purdue 1 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Telica Volcano Peter LaFemina, Penn 3 high NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Las Vegas Geoff Blewitt, UNR 2 high NSF-EAR: Hydrology 
Bhutan Roger Bilham, CU 2 high NSF-EAR: IF 
CAP Andes Micheal Bevis OSU 18 high NSF-EAR: IF 
GPS Soil Moisture Kristine Larson, CU 11 high NSF-EAR: IF 
Mid America/New Madrid Bob Smalley, U. 

Memphis 
13 high NSF-EAR: IF 

Costa Rica - Nicoya Tim Dixon, U. Miami 21 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Dead Sea Continous Rob Reilinger, MIT 4 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Mediterranean Rob Reilinger, MIT 8 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Northwest Mexico Rick Bennett, U. of AZ 2 high NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
Haiti Eric Calais, Purdue 5 high NSF-RAPID 
Alaska Jeff Freymueller, UAF 1 med NSF-EAR 
BARGEN Brian Wernicke, Caltech 44 med NSF-EAR 
PANGA Tim Melbourne, CWU 1 med NSF-EAR 

Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir 
Becky Bendick, U of 
Montana 4 med NSF-EAR 

Ethiopia Tectonics Roger Bilham, CU 4 med NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
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Central Asia Tom Herring, MIT 6 med NSF-EAR: CD 
E. Med and Red Sea 
Continuous  Rob Reilinger, MIT 2 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 
Mauna Loa Ben Brooks, University 

of Hawaii 
16 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 

Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-
Madison 

6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics 

Andaman Islands  Bilham, CU 5 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Central Iceland Rick Bennett, U. of AZ 14 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
El Salvador Chuck DeMets, UW-

Madison 
4 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Jalisco, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-
Madison 

6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

Redoubt Volcano Jeff Freymueller, UAF 1 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Southeast Alaska  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 6 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  
Uganda Eric Calais, Purdue 2 med NSF-EAR: Geophysics  

GULFNET  
Roy Dokka, LSU 

16 med 
NSF-EAR: IF  (increase to 
25 sites  - 2007/8) 

Bangladesh Michael Steckler, LDEO 12 med 
NSF-EAR: Tectonics 

SuomiNet-A  Various AGS PIs 31 low NSF-AGS Proposal Pending 
SuomiNet-G (Geodetic)  Various EAR/AGS PIs 26 low NSF-AGS Proposal Pending 
Caltech Andes   17 low NSF-EAR 
Caltech Nepal   18 low NSF-EAR 

Eritrea Rob Reilinger, MIT 3 low NSF-EAR  Tectonics 
Denali Fault  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 1 low NSF-EAR: F/Geophysics 
SAGE, New Zealand Peter Molnar, CU 16 low NSF-EAR: Tectonics 
IAGT  Matt Starr, IAGT 1 med Community NASA 
Ecuador Peter LaFemina, Penn 1 med Community Other 
EBRY  Bob Smith, U. Utah 6 low Community USGS 
Hawaii  Asta Miklius, HVO, 

Paul Segall, Stanford 
39 med Community USGS 

Santorini, Greece Andrew Newman, 
Georgia Tech 

3 low Community - NSF 
Geophysics Proposal 
Pending 

Socorro Andrew Newman, 
Georgia Tech 

2 low Community Georgia Tech 

Idaho National Laboratory  Suzette Payne, INL 15 low Community INEL 
DIVE  Tim Melbourne, CWU 1 low Community NASA 
UNAM Vladimir Kostoglodov, 

UNAM 
1 low Community Other 

Mt. Spurr  Jeff Freymueller, UAF 3 low Community UAF 
Okmok Volcano Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low Community USGS 
Akutan Volcano Tom Murray, USGS 4 low Community USGS  
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Table 4. UNAVCO Supported Individual PI Projects 

2.12 NSF/EAR PI Support 
In the last year 71 PI projects (33 EAR, 18 other NSF, 20 other or Community funded) were 
supported by the UNAVCO Facility, ranging from project design and budgets for proposals to 
full field deployments for new networks, network upgrades and campaign surveys. The Telica 
Volcano GPS Network Project is an example of a project that received a full complement of 
UNAVCO Facility support. UNAVCO staff was involved in project planning, network design, 
monument design, equipment preparation and installation of the equipment. Additionally an 
UNAVCO engineer established 8 new permanent GPS sites. This period the Facility also 
supported two rapid deployments in Haiti and Chile.  The Haiti rapid response occured in two 
parts. The first part was providing the PI with 10 GPS camapign systems and ancillary 
equipment. For the second part a UNAVCO field enginner travel to Haiti and installed 5 
continous GPS stations that are currently online and being downloaded daily. 
 
A summary listing of PI projects supported during this annual report period is included in Table 
4.  
 
 

Project Name PI 
Funding 

Support Type Source 

PLUTONS 
2009-2013 Steve McNutt 

Pool equipment loan,Equipment 
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning 
& consultation,Station installation,Training 

NSF-EAR: 
Continental 
Dynamics 

Chile RAPID 
Data 
Communications 
2010 

Chuck 
Meertens 

Technical,Broader Impacts,Data 
Communications Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Purchase,Equipment Testing,Field 
Support,Station Data Retrieval and 
Management,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Geodetic 
Imaging of 
Icelandic 
Volcanoes 
2011-2013 

Peter 
LaFemina Technical 

NSF-EAR: 
Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

GPS for TLS 
2010  David Phillips 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Mayaguez Tide 
Gauge Station 
Colocation 
2009-2010 

Guoquan 
Wang 

Technical support,Station data retrieval & 
management,Equipment purchase,Data 
archive,Technical planning & 
consultation,Station installation,Field 
support,Data communications 
planning,Equipment configuration/ 
integration,Equipment testing 

NSF-EAR: 
Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Permanent James Davis Technical,Technical Planning and NSF-EAR: 



Geodetic Facility 
at LDEO NSF 
2010 

Support,Station Installation Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Sierra Negra 
volcano Phase 2 
of upgrade 
2009-2010 Bill Chadwick 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Station Installation 

NSF-EAR: 
Earth Sciences: 
Instrumentation 
and Facilities 

Colorado 
Plateau 
EarthScope 
2009 Anne Shehan 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Station Installation 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

EarthScope 
Caribbean  

Michael 
Jackson 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Long Valley 
Caldera - Mono 
Basin 
EarthScope 

Michael 
Hamburger 

Pool equipment loan,Technical 
support,Field support, budgeting & 
letter of support,Education and 
Outreach,OtherNSF-EAR: EarthScope 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

San Andreas-
San Bernardino 
SAF EarthScope 
GPS 2010 Rick Bennett 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

San Andreas-
San Bernardino 
SAF EarthScope 
GPS 2010 Sally McGill 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
EarthScope 

Afar-Dabbahu 
2010-2012 Eric Calais 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Georgia CGPS 
Station 2010-
2012 

 Rob 
Reilinger  Pool equipment loan 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Hayward Fault 
2008 Archiving 

Roland 
Burgmann GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Hindu Kush 
2011 

Rebecca 
Bendick Technical,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Kuril 2006-2007 
earthquakes 
Postseismic 
2010-2012 

Mikhail 
Kogan GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Kuril GPS Array 
extension 2010-
2012 

Mikhail 
Kogan GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Nicoya 
Campaign 2010  

Andrew 
Newman GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Owen Campaign 
Archiving 1999-
2002 Susan Owen GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Tanzania GPS 
2010 Campaign 
survey Eric Calais 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Field Support,Station 
Maintenance,GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 
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UPRM 
Landslide 
Monitoring 

Guoquan 
Wang 

Pool equipment loan, budgeting & letter of 
support 

NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Telica Volcano 
2009-2012 

Peter 
LaFemina 

Pool equipment loan, budgeting & letter of 
support 

NSF-EAR: 
Petrology and 
Geochemistry 

Yellowstone 
Geyser 
Deformation 
2010 Robert Smith GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Petrology and 
Geochemistry 

Mapping 
Stromatolite 
Reefs 2010 Pamela Reid GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Sedimentary 
Geology and 
Paleobiology 

ACTIVE 
TECTONICS OF 
THE W 
MEDITERRANE
AN 

Robert 
Reilinger GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Bangladesh 
2007 - extension 
2011 

Leonardo 
Seeber 

Station Maintenance,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip,Workshop and 
Short Course Planning and Coordination 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

DEAD SEA 
FAULT 
CGPS_2009 

Robert 
Reilinger   

Pool equipment loan, budgeting & letter of 
support 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

East African Rift 
GPS 2010-2014 Eric Calais 

Technical,Field Support,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX),Research Student Intership 
(RESESS) 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

IZMIT 
EARTHQUAKE 
POSTSEISMIC 
DEFORMATION 
2011-2015 

Robert 
Reilinger 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Data Communications 
Planning,Station Data Retrieval and 
Management,GPS/GNSS (Campaign, 
RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Tectonics of 
Indian Plate 
using GPS data 
2010-2012 

John Paul 
Puchakayala GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

NSF Predict 
Jennifer 
Hase GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-AGS 

Continental-
scale soil 
moisture db 
2009 

Kristine 
Larson 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,Technical support, budgeting & letter 
of support NSF-AGS 

Mount 
Waddington 
2010 Erin Pettit Pool equipment loan NSF-AGS 
Kinematics of 
Wolf Island 2010 Karen Harpp GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-OCE 

PIE LTER 2010  Anne Giblin GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-OCE 
Jakobshavn 
Lakes Facility 
support 

Sridhar 
Anandakris

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

NSF-OPP 
Arctic 
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2010Sridhar 
Anandakrishnan   

hnan 

AfricaArray - 
MRI 

Andy 
Nyblade 

Technical support,Equipment 
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning 
& consultation,Station installation,Data 
communications planning,Equipment 
configuration/ integration,Training, 
budgeting & letter of support, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equi NSF-EAR 

BanglaDrill 2010 
Michael 
Steckler 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,Technical support,Proposal 
planning, budgeting & letter of support NSF-OTHER 

BanglaDrill PIRE 
2010-2015 

Michael 
Steckler 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,Technical support, budgeting & letter 
of support NSF-OTHER 

Chile 
Earthquake 
General 
UNAVCO 
Response 

Meghan 
Miller 

Technical,Broader Impacts,Technical 
Planning and Support,Data 
Communications Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Purchase,Equipment Testing,Network or 
Station Reconnaissance,Field 
Support,Station Data Retrieval and 
Management,Station Installation,Station 
Maintenance,Training,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip,Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX),InSAR,Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS),High-rate GPS/GNSS,Proposal 
Broader Impacts Development,Workshop 
and Short Course Planning and 
Coordination,Other NSF-EAR 

COSMOS 2010-
2011 Marek Zreda GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-Other 
Freymueller 
Campaign 
Archiving 2009 

Jeffrey 
Freymueller GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) NSF-Other 

Haiti Earthquake 
2010 Response 
- GPS 
Equipment  Eric Calais 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip NSF-Other 

Haiti Earthquake 
General 
UNAVCO 
Response 2010 

Meghan 
Miller 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Field Support,Station Data 
Retrieval and Management,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip,Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning (TLS) Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX),InSAR,Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
(TLS),High-rate GPS/GNSS,Other NSF-Other 

Malawi rapid-
response follow-
up 2010 

James 
Gaherty GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-Other 

McMurdo 
Anthropogenic 
Disturbance 
2010/11 

Mahlon 
Kennicutt GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-Other 
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NSF CAREER 
Panama-
Ecuador 2010-
2015 

Peter 
LaFemina 

Technical support,Equipment 
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning 
& consultation,Station installation,Data 
communications planning,Equipment 
configuration/ integration,Training, 
budgeting & letter of support, GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equi NSF-OTHER 

Paleoanthropolo
gical Research 
at Dikika 2009 Denne Reed 

Pool equipment loan,Technical 
support,Equipment testing,Training NSF-OTHER 

Spatially explicit 
tree 
demography in a 
pristine Thai 
forest 

Craig 
Osenberg GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip NSF-Other 

TLS Sierra El 
Mayor 
earthquake, 
Baja, 2010 

Micahael 
Oskin 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) 
Equip,Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) NSF-Other 

Coachella Valley 
Subsidence 
2010 

Michelle 
Sneed GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

Other Federal 
Agency 

USGS Channel 
Islands Lidar 
Flights 2010 Drew Decker High-rate GPS/GNSS 

Other Federal 
Agency 

Yellowstone 
2010 Campaign Robert Smith 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, RINEX) 

Other Federal 
Agency 

NWHI GPS 
Survey  Lucas Moxey 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip,Curriculum Development State or Civic 

Collaborative 
investigations in 
to GPS 
deployment  

Michael 
Bevis GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

University 
Funds 

Concepcion 
Volcano, 
Nicaragua - 
2010  

Armando 
Saballos GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

University 
Funds 

CU Field 
Geophysics 
class 2010 Craig Jones Pool equipment loan 

University 
Funds 

Indiana 
University field 
geophysics 
class  

Michael 
Hamburger GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 

University 
Funds 

Indiana 
University Sierra 
field class 2010 

Michael 
Hamburger 

GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip,Pool 
equipment loan 

University 
Funds 

KU Campaign 
Cases 2010 

Leigh 
Stearns Equipment Purchase 

University 
Funds 

Ojos Del Salado 
Matt 
Pritchard 

Technical Planning and 
Support,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip 

University 
Funds 
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Preliminary 
Evaluation of 
GPS Dome 
Materials 

Duncan 
Agnew 

Broader Impacts,Data Communications 
Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Testing,Field Support,GPS/GNSS 
(Campaign, RTK) Equip,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX) 

University 
Funds 

Iridium buoy test 
2010 

Pedro 
Elosegui Equipment Testing 

Commercial or 
Private 

JIRP 2010 Scott McGee GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip 
Commercial or 
Private 

Yemen CGPS 
Network 2010  

Robert 
Reilinger   

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Data Communications 
Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Purchase,Training,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX) 

Commercial or 
Private 

Carbon 
Sequestration 
2009-2102 Tim Dixon 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Data Communications 
Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Purchase,Training,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX) DOE 

Santorini 2010  
Andrew 
Newman GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) Equip Foreign 

NASA 
Greenland 
Fractures 2011 Sarah Das 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,GPS/GNSS (Campaign, RTK) 
Equip 

NASA-
Cryospheric 
Science 

Antarctic 
Altimetry Cal/Val 
2010 

Christopher 
Shuman 

Pool equipment loan,Technical 
support,Station maintenance,Station data 
retrieval & management,Equipment 
purchase,Technical planning & 
consultation,Station installation,Field 
support,Equipment testing,Training, 
budgeting & letter of support NASA-OTHER 

SMAP 
Validation 2009-
2010 

Kristine 
Larson 

Technical,Technical Planning and 
Support,Data Communications 
Planning,Equipment 
Configuration/Integration,Equipment 
Purchase,Training,GPS/GNSS (Raw, 
RINEX) NASA-OTHER 

 

Engineering Tech Support 
During this report period the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 270 requests for 
support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via email 
and phone calls. 

Development and Testing 
The UNAVCO Facility tested the newly released Trimble NetR8 and NetR9 GNSS receivers. 
This is currently the next generation for Trimble NetRS receiver that is widely used by the 
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Figure 8. Trimble 
R7/5700 receiver usage. 
Shown are the percentage 
utilization and the total 
number in the EAR 
receiver pool. As of March 
2007 OPP receivers are 
reported separately and are 
not included in the total.  

Figure 9. Trimble NetRS 
receiver usage. This 
receiver package is 
intended for use in semi-
permanent and campaign 

UNAVCO community.The Facility also participated in interference testing of the Iridium cellular 
modem on GPS signals and the capabilities of Imarsat BGAN terminals for GPS data 
downloading and station state of health monitoring.  
 

UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool 
The UNAVCO Facility pool consists of 373 GPS receivers. The last period saw a continued high 
level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Table 5, Figures 8-11).  The UNAVCO 
facility added 38 Trimble NetR8 recievers to the NSF pool. Seventeen of these receivers will be 
designated for the UNAVCO campaign pool. 
 
Table 5. Receiver Utilization (EAR pool) 

Receiver 
Utilization 

Topcon (for 
Earthscope 

NetR8 NetRS 5700/R7 only) 
Average (%) 57 87 82 48 
Peak (%) 63 98 97 72 
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Figure 11.  
EarthScope/PBO Topcon 
receiver usage. Shown are 
the percentage utilization 
and the total number in 
the receiver pool. Use of 
this pool is restricted to 
EarthScope or closely 
associated projects and 
subject to NSF approval. 

Figure 10. Trimble 
NetR8 receiver usage. 
This receiver package is 
intended for use in semi-
permanent and campaign 
receiver pool. 

 
 

 

PI Equipment Repairs 
During this annual report period UNAVCO handled 174 GPS receiver, antennas and other 
equipment repairs. The repairs ranged from processing RMA with the manufactures to board 
level repairs in-house. 

NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support 
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support 9 PI-projects 
during the past nine months.  Three are NSF-EAR EarthScope funded: the ongoing EarthScope-
funded Rio Grande Rift (A. Sheehan, S. Nerem, U of CO, A. Lowry, U.S.U., and M. Roy, U of 
NM PI’s), San Bernardino – San Andreas Fault Campaign (S. McGill, CSUSB and R. Bennett, 
AZ), and the Colorado Plateau (C. Kreemer, UNR and R. Bennett, AZ).  The Colorado Plateau 
project will use 26 EarthScope systems for 3 years to determine the rotation and internal 
deformation of the area to the west of the Rio Grande Rift and south of the Basin and Range.  
Projects funded by other sources included ICECAP (D. Blankenship, U. of TX), GPS for TLS (D. 
Phillips, UNAVCO and D. Walker, KS), Maule, Chile EQ RAPID Response (M. Bevis, OSU, B. 
Brooks, Hawaii, and R. Smalley, Memphis), Coachella Valley Subsidence (M. Sneed and G. 
Bawden, USGS), and Yellowstone Campaign (C. Puskas and R. Smith, Utah).  These non-
EarthScope projects are supported with this equipment at the UNAVCO Project Manager’s 
discretion whenever the UNAVCO Facility’s equipment pool is over-subscribed.  The 15-system  
deployment in response to M8.8 Maule earthquake will last at least 1 year.   For the first time 
since its inception in 2004 the EarthScope equipment pool has been fully subscribed during the 
summer of 2010; all 100 systems were deployed on various projects during the month of July.  
Heavy demand for these resources should continue for the foreseeable future. 
 



The Facility’s Equipment Group continues to 
provide vital resources to the EarthScope 
campaign support effort (Figure 12), coordinating 
the staged RMA process for the entire pool of 100 
Topcon receivers, and maintaining and shipping 
the system cases.  The group completed 
reconfiguration of the system boxes to address 
issues with their reliability and usability during the 
past month. The remainder of these activities were 
supported the NSF Plate Boundary Observatory 
MREFC and O&M awards. 
 
UNAVCO staff continues to work with high-level 
Topcon technical and sales contacts to improve the 
functionality and performance of the GB-1000 hardware used in the EarthScope pool.  Topcon 
visited Boulder in late July for a full day meeting in which a variety of issues were addressed.  
New firmware releases and scripts for the receivers that incorporate features we requested earlier 
(smaller file sizes, increased functionality of LCD screen, data backups to external memory), and 
fix minor problems that have been documented have since been received and are under 
evaluation.  A new price structure for future UNAVCO and community purchases is forthcoming, 
as are improvements in existing user interface software for the GB-1000 systems. 
 
The Topcon PG-A1 GPS antennas included in the EarthScope campaign systems were further 
tested in 2010.  Data acquired with these antennas during the STEEP project in Alaska showed 
vertical position errors of 3 cm when processed with existing NGS-derived phase center models; 
this was confirmed by the Jeff Freymueller in tests at Fairbanks.  UNAVCO requested that the 
NGS retest 6 of the antennas, and the resulting PCV’s, published in May, 2009, resolved the 
position discrepancies in the Alaska data.  NGS further found that the part number on the new 
antennas were different than the models they tested earlier, although they are apparently identical 
in all physical respects. Final testing at Topcon and absolute robot PCV calibrations by Geo++ 
showed that the early NGS results were inconsistent with all others and that the part-number 
change reflected cosmetic changes that did not affect the PCV in any way.  New results will be 
included in the igs_08.atx file and on the NGS website.  These antennas are now being further 
tested at the new NGS robotic absolute calibration facility in Corbin, VA in order to both validate 
the robot’s performance and reaffirm the earlier results discussed above. 
 
The 25-station Rio Grande Rift project continues to run smoothly in operations mode, with 
UNAVCO’s role one of training and advising the PI’s staff and archiving data as they are 
collected.   A new proposal to continue to operate the network was submitted in July 2010 in 
which operational responsibility for the network will be assumed by the UNAVCO Facility 
engineering group for the next 5 years. 
 
Performance Metrics 12/2009 – 8/2010 
EarthScope Project Support: 9 Projects supported, 100 Receivers in Pool  
Development and Testing:  5 projects completed, 8 in progress, 4 pending 

Figure 12.  Jimmy Nguyen, Miguel Santos, and 
Clariza Munguia of Hesperia, CA, High School at 
campaign site PT-65 during the San Bernardino SAF 
campaign. 
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Figure 13. Zero-baseline epoch-
by-epoch positions showing the 
effects of internal receiver noise 
between L2C and L2-Y phase 
observations using the 
TRACK/GAMIT software 
package.  Elevation-dependent 
effects of block IIR-M satellites 
are clearly visible, but overall 
positions are not significantly 
affected. 

 

UNAVCO Facility Development and Testing 
The Development and Testing effort is currently staffed by Sr. Project Manager Frederick Blume, 
and newly hired Engineer Henry Berglund who completed his MS in Geophysics at CU and 
joined UNAVCO in August.  Staff from other UNAVCO Facility and Plate Boundary 
Observatory group contribute to D&T efforts on an ad-hoc basis.  Our group’s projects include a 
variety of hardware, firmware, and software applications to UNAVCO’s existing systems, 
including GNSS receivers, GNSS antennas, data communications, power systems, and the 

ully deployed in response to the M8.8 Maule 
O by the NSF RAPID program 

rimble of 
erative process between 

ented (then fixed) and new features 
 in widespread use by 
ing and meteorological 

tic restarting and full support for 

ess and 

dicated GAMIT expertise to UNAVCO and has 
gh-precision analysis.  He is 

of L2C tracking on carrier phase 
ely enabled in 

ate have not utilitized this 
eeting in San Francisco. 
 

communication systems that have been successf
earthquake in Chile and Argentina under a grant awarded UNAVC
in May. 
 
An important year-long D&T project culminated in April with the public release by T
firmware version 1.3-0 for the NetRS GPS receiver.  The result of an it
UNAVCO and Trimble in which problems were docum
requested (then added), this release vastly improves the receiver that is
UNAVCO and the community.  Critical instabilities in the data stream
device interfaces have been fixed, and capabilties such as automa
IGS antenna and radome metadata have been added.  The Plate Boundary Observatory has 
deployed the firmware throughout its network with excellent results. 
 
A key component of GNSS hardware Development and Testing is the ability to proc
analyze data using high-precision carrier-phase techniques and packages such as GAMIT, 
Bernese, and GIPSY. Henry Berglund brings de
immediately begun processing D&T data for projects that require hi
currently in the final stages of a detailed study of the effects 
GPS positioning (Figure 13).  Preliminary results indicate that L2C can be saf
existing GPS receivers without changes in processed positions that to d
relatively new signal.  Final results will be presented at the fall AGU m
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Figure 14.  Screenshot of  the UNAVCO 
Facility’s Online Knowledge Base 

The management and ongoing development of the 
UNAVCO Facility’s Online Knowledge Base 
(Figure 14) (http://facility.unavco.org/kb/) is also a 
primary responsibility of the Development and 
Testing group.  With dedicated support from the 
Facility’s webmaster and part-time temporary staff, 
the KB has been in public beta release since 
December, 2008.  Population of the KB with updated 
material from our website and new articles 
contributed by UNAVCO staff is ongoing, and a 
final public release of the system is expected later 
this year.  The Knowledge Base is the primary 
forum for distribution of Development and Testing 
project results (Tables 6-8). 
 
 
Table 6. Recently Completed Development and Testing Projects 
Project Name PI/Requestor Personnel Involved Description 
Trimble NetRS 
Receiver 
Firmware 1.3-0 
Acceptance 

UNAVCO Plate 
Boundary Observatory 

F. Blume, L Estey, D. 
Maggert and M. Beldyk 
(Facility Data Group), W. 
Gallaher, W. Szeliga, D. 
Mencin, and J. Smith 
(PBO), S. White (Polar 
Group), Trimble 
Engineering Dept. 

Following initial evaluation of 
1.2-0 and discovering many 
problems, 7 beta releases were 
delivered by Trimble.  Version 
1.3-0 was the resulting public 
release which fixes all known 
issues and adds important new 
features. 

Topcon PG-A1 
GNSS Antenna 
Absolute PCV 
Calibration 

J. Freymueller (U. of 
Alaska), UNAVCO 
Facility and Plate 
Boundary Observatory 

Geo++, Topcon 
Positioning Systems. 

Verify Phase Center Calibrations 
for PG-A1 antenna.  New robot 
values consistent with recent 
NGS relative tests, early results 
will be deleted. 

Topcon GB-1000 
Firmware 3.4 p2 
Acceptance 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume. Evaluated and accepted 
functionality and data quality of 
latest GB-1000 firmware release. 

PBO Cellular 
Communications 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Plate 
Boundary Observatory 

K. Austin and J. Smith 
(PBO), F. Blume. 

Evaluate DIGI WAN Cellular 
modem for use in PBO’s Pacific 
Northwest Real-Time upgrade 
project.   

Trimble GNSS 
Choke Ring 
Antenna 
(59800.00)  
Testing and 
Calibrations 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory. 

V. Andreatta (NASA 
Support Group), F. 
Blume, PBO Data 
Analysis Centers, Geo++. 

Evaluate data quality and 
positioning of Trimble’s new 
GNSS Choke Ring Antenna for 
use by PBO and the community. 
Calibrations by Geo++ added to 
igs_05.atx file. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 7. Prioritized In-Progress Development and Testing Projects 
Project Name PI/Requestor Personnel Involved Description 
RAPID Chile Data 
Communications      
BGAN 
Development and 
Deployment 

C. Meertens, F. Blume, 
B. Brooks 

UNAVCO Facility, U. 
of Hawaii, Memphis, 
OSU, U. de Cuyo, IGM 
Chile, U de Concepción 
staff. 

Develop and deploy BGAN and 
cellular communications systems 
for EQ response stations in Chile 
and Argentina.  Development is 
complete and deployment is in 
progress. 

Evaluate effects of 
L2C Tracking on 
Carrier Phase 
Positioning 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

H. Berglund, F. Blume, 
and L. Estey (Facility 
Data Group) and A. 
Borsa (PBO) 

Ensure that changing L2C tracking 
mode does not affect carrier phase 
position due to quadrature 
modulation. Detailed analysis on 
NetRS data in progress using 
GAMIT and TRACK; other 
receivers to follow. 

Trimble NetR9 
GNSS Receiver 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, H. Berglund, 
J. Normandeau, L. 
Estey, D. Maggert and 
(Facility), W. Gallaher, 
(PBO), S. White (Polar 
Group) 

Evaluate performance and usability 
of newest Trimble GNSS receiver, 
including temperature tests, user 
interface features, data quality, and 
firmware stability. 

GNSS Receiver 
Specification and 
Evaluation 

UNAVCO Facility F. Blume, J. 
Normandeau (NSF 
Support Group), V. 
Andreatta (NASA 
Support Group), B. 
Johns (Polar) 

Evaluate “next generation” GNSS 
receivers from Leica (1200+), 
Topcon (Net-G3A), Trimble 
(NetR9) and others and determine 
specifications and requirements on 
behalf of the UNAVCO 
community. 

Topcon Net-G3A 
GNSS Receiver 
Evaluation 

D. Stowers (Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory) 

V. Andreatta (NASA 
Support Group), D. 
Stowers (JPL), F. 
Blume, Topcon 
Software Division. 

Evaluate NetG3 receiver for 
suitability of use in GGN.  L2C and 
GLONASS data quality have been 
analyzed, L5 tracking has recently 
been released by Topcon for our 
ongoing evaluation. 

Trimble NetR8 
GNSS Receiver 
Evaluation using 
L5 Demonstration 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, L. Estey and 
D. Maggert (Facility 
Data Group), W. 
Gallaher PBO), C. Noll 
(CDDIS), Trimble 
Engineering Dept. 

Evaluate Trimble NetR8 receiver 
functionality, data quality and 
robustness, using L5 demonstration 
signal to test translation and data-
flow software.  L5 has been tracked 
and logged successfully after 
modifications to teqc and data 
flow.  PRN25 – the first IIF 
satellite - has just started 
broadcasting L5. Data shared with 
community via CDDIS. 

teqc 7f-05 GNSS 
BINEX Support 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

L Estey (Facility Data 
Group), F. Blume 

Modify teqc to handle GNSS-
compatible 7f-05 BINEX 
messages.  Currently teqc only 
supports 7f-03 which is limited to a 
single L2 observable and supports 
neither GLONASS nor L5 
observations.  Preliminary teqc 
support has been implemented; 
BINEX specification is complete. 

Evaluate effect of 
L2C Tracking in 
NetRS on Carrier 
Phase Positioning 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, H. Berglund, 
PBO Analysis Centers 

Ensure that changing L2C tracking 
mode does not affect carrier phase 
position due to quadrature 
modulation.  In progress as part of 
NetRS firmware acceptance and 
teqc modification by data group. 
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Table 8.  Pending and Future Development and Testing Projects 
Project Name PI/Requestor Personnel Involved Description 
teqc Tiltmeter 
Support 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

L Estey (Facili
Group), F. 
Gallaher, an
(PBO).  

ty Data 
Blume, W. 
d J. Smith 

Modify teqc to elegantly handle 
tiltmeter data in any format of 
GPS files as it currently handles 
MET data.  Currently tilt data 
can only be recovered as raw 
ASCII strings from BINEX files. 

NetRS 7f-05 
BINEX Support 

Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, Tri
Engineering

mble 
 Department. 

Add 7f-05 logging and streaming 
capability to the NetRS receiver 
in order to properly handle L2C 
capability of the receiver.  
Currently only the RT27 format 
allows simultaneous L2C and P2 
logging, precluding the use of  
BINEX by PBO. 

PBO Radio 
Frequency Data 
Communications 
Evaluation 

Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, D.
W. Gallaher (PBO). testing of new radio frequency 

data communications options for 
PBO.  Currently PBO relies 
entirely on Intuicom RF 
hardware and is seeking other 
competitive options. 

 Mencin and Review, identification and 

GPS “Supersite” 
Monumentation 
Analysis 

UNAVCO Facility and 
Plate Boundary 
Observatory 

F. Blume, many others 
from UNAVCO Facility 
and PBO. 

Design, install, and analyze data 
from co-located GPS monuments 
of different design in order to 
assess stability and performance.  
A PBO Nucleus 
remonumentation of a 17-year-
old Kearey Powerglass 
monument with a modern 
DDBM that are currently being 
operated side-by-side will 
provide the first opportunity late 
2009. 

Project Highlight:  Post-Earthquake Data Communications in South America 
In the immediate aftermath of the 27 Feb. M8.8 Maule earthquake, investigators from Ohio State 
University, the University of Hawaii, Caltech, and 
Memphis began installation of 25 continuous GPS 
stations in and around the rupture zone in Chile and 
Argentina.  Funded by the NSF RAPID program, 
the new stations are critical in determining post-
seismic deformation and monitoring motions 
caused by aftershocks.  As in the case of previous 
rapid-response CGPS deployments, access to the 
data would require periodic manual downloads, 
which given the large rupture zone and regional 
geography would require an especially large effort 
by our local Chilean and Argentine military and 
academic collaborators.  Furthermore, having only 
periodic contact with the CGPS stations risks 
significant data loss if stations fail between visits.  
The UNAVCO Facility received an additional 

Figure 15. Standalone BGAN Communications and 
Power system developed for event reponse.  
Inexpensive and efficient Wideye Sabre 1 
Terminals are the centerpiec of the system. 
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RAPID grant to develop and deploy data 
communications systems at these CGPS stations in 
order to monitor station health and download data 
on a daily basis (Figures 15 and 16).  
 
The Facility’s Development and Testing group led 
the effort to determine whether satellite and/or 
cellular data services could be both technically 
feasible and cost-effective in the affected area of 
Chile and Argentina.  To date the only suitable 
satellite system (that did not require a large dish 
and power-hungry modem) to be used by 
UNAVCO is Iridium, which is very slow and 

prohibitively expensive if used outside the special agreement in place for Polar Projects.  A 
newer, faster, and cheaper satellite system BGAN (Broadband Global Area Network), uses 
laptop-sized modem/antenna units that do not require large infrastructure and offer affordable 
service rates.  Earlier efforts by UNAVCO and others to use BGAN for stand-alone data 
communications had been unsuccessful; we have achieved 100% data return on the systems in 
Chile and Argentina during the first 3-1/2 months of BGAN deployment, including the download 
of high-rate data after an M6.5 aftershock on 14 July.  After the conclusion of the Maule RAPID 
project these systems will become part of the UNAVCO Facility equipment pool and be available 
to future PI projects or event responses. 

Geodetic Imaging 
2010 was a significant and eventful period for LiDAR support activities at UNAVCO as 
highlighted by 1) the final completion and release of all GeoEarthScope airborne LiDAR data, 2) 
the delivery of four new Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) instruments to the UNAVCO Facility, 
3) support for numerous community PI proposal submissions to NSF, 4) engineering support and 
training for numerous community field projects and 5) numerous community, education and 
outreach activities including conference presentations, special sessions, and undergraduate and 
graduate student experiences. Funding support for the Geodetic Imaging Project Manager (David 
Phillips) this period was provided by INTERFACE (EAR-0651566) and PBO O&M. As 
community interest in and use of TLS continues to grow rapidly, UNAVCO requested a funding 
supplement for INTERFACE in May 2010 which was subsequently approved by NSF.  InSAR 
imagery activities are described in the Data Group summary. 

EarthScope Airborne LiDAR Data (Figures 17-20).  
The National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) completed the final processing of all 
airborne LiDAR data acquired by the GeoEarthScope project.  All EarthScope ALS data products 
were delivered by NCALM to the San Diego Super Computing facility for distribution via the 
OpenTopography portal (http://opentopography.org

Figure 16.   BGAN System deployed at Lébu on the 
Chilean coast. 

).  Users are directed to this portal from the 
EarthScope web site as well.  EarthScope ALS data are freely available to the community in the 
following formats: 

• Google Earth hillshades:  The easiest way to explore this dataset, users can view filtered 
("bare earth") and unfiltered hillshade images within Google Earth from two different 
illumination angles.   The Google Earth KMZ for the Alaska dataset features a new 
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Figure 18. Shows an example of data from the Yakima 
Fold and Thrust Belt in the Pacific Northwest released this 
period. 

Figure 19. Shows EarthScope airborne LiDAR DEM 
tile download metrics which are reported monthly by 
PBO. 

Figure 20. Shows EarthScope airborne LiDAR 
KMZ file downloads metrics which are reported 
monthly by PBO. 

an alternative visualization of the high 
hade KMZ file is available for downloaded 

"slopeshade" illumination layer which provides 
relief landscapes in this region.  The hills
at http://opentopography.org/kml 

• Standard DEM tiles:  For more advanced appl
unfiltered (ug*) 0.5 m resolution di
also available for download as 1 km2

data via an interactive map available at 

ications, filtered ("bare earth," fg*) and 
gital elevation models in Arc Binary grid format are 

 tiles.  Users can browse and download the available 
http://opentopography.org/dems 

es access to raw point cloud data and and 
data into custom DEM products: 

• Point Cloud data: OpenTopography also provid
web-based tools to process these 
http://www.opentopography.org/pointcloud 

 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures 19 and 20 are download metrics for EarthScope airborne LiDAR DEM tile download and 
EarthScope airborne LiDAR KMZ file downloads which are reported monthly by PBO. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure17. Shows an example of data from the 
Panamint Valley fault in eastern California released 
this period. ALS data were acquired for UNAVCO by 
the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping 
(NCALM) and are distributed by OpenTopography. 
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Figure 21.  Shows a summary of the UNAVCO pool instrument models and some of their attributes. This 
suite of instruments is optimized to support a wide spectrum of Earth science research applications, with 
the different models offering different capabilities in terms of range, speed, accuracy and utility. 

TLS Instrument Pool (Figure 21) 
UNAVCO acquired four new TLS instruments this period: two Riegl VZ400 scanners, one Riegl 
LMS-Z620 scanner, and one Leica ScanStation C10.  The C10, the Z620 and one of the VZ-
400’s were procured through a NSF I&F supplement to the UNAVCO Facility Cooperative 
Agreement.  Another VZ-400 was purchased by UNAVCO through a successful MRI proposal 
(NSF EAR-0923539).  In addition to the scanners themselves, ancillary equipment for each 
scanner was also procured including LiDAR targets, Toughbook field computers, power 
generators, transport cases, etc.  UNAVCO staff received training from Riegl and Leica in the use 
of the new TLS instruments and software.  UNAVCO previously acquired an Optech Ilris3D 
scanner through a successful polar MRI proposal (ANT-0723223). UNAVCO INTERFACE and 
Polar Services personnel work closely together to support all TLS projects supported by 
UNAVCO in a synergistic way. 
 
Altogether the UNAVCO TLS instrument pool now consists of 5 scanners: 

• 2x Riegl VZ400 
• 1x Riegl LMS-Z620  
• 1x Leica ScanStation C10 
• 1x Optech ILRIS 3D (polar projects) 

 
In addition to the above 5 scanners, UNAVCO also has access to additional scanners through 
various community partnerships.  Notably, another Riegl VZ-400 was also procured this period 
by Central Washington University as part of the above MRI, and this CWU instrument will be 
available to the UNAVCO pool on a half-time basis.  Scanners are also available from 
INTERFACE partners at University of Texas Dallas and the University of Kansas. 
 

 
 



TLS Project Support (Figures 22-28) 
As community interest in TLS grows, the num
increasing.  UNAVCO supported six
programs: Petrology and Geochemistry; Sedim
Geomorphology and Land Use Dynamics; RAPI
 
UNAVCO provided field engineerin
(Table 9): 
 
Table 9. PI projects incorporating TLS 

ber of PI proposals incorporating TLS is also 
 PI proposal this period submitted to the following EAR 

entary Geology and paleobiology; 
D; and Hydrologic Sciences. 

g and training support for the following projects this period 
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Figure 22.  Shows TLS survey of Elsinore fault near 
Ocotillo, CA in January 2010. This project included 
training for SDSU students. PI: Tom Rockwell, 
SDSU. 

Figure 23.  Shows TLS survey of San Anreas fault in 
Coachella Valley, CA. UNAVCO's new Riegl VZ400 
scanner is being operated by PI Pat Williams and SDSU 
student. 

PI Project Description Location Dates 
Rockwell Elsinore fault mapping San Diego, CA Jan 2010 
Williams San Andreas fault mapping Coachella Valley, CA Jan 2010 
Oskin Baja earthquake response Baja, Mexico Apr 2010 
Tucker Bijou Creek landscape evolution  Bijou Creek, CO Apr 2010 
Wdowinski Everglades biomass Everglades NP, FL Apr 2010 
Rowan Congressional Visits Day Washington, DC Apr 2010 
Wang Landslide imaging Puerto Rico May 2010 
Crosby Thermokarst mapping Alaska May-Aug ‘10 
Connor San Rafael Swell Volcano Conduits Utah Jun 2010 
Rubin TLS Training Boulder, CO Jul 2010 
Douglas IU Geology Field Camp Training IUGFS, MT Jul 2010 
Pitlick Mt. St. Helens Erosion Mt. St. Helens, WA Aug 2010 
Bawden Lanai shoreline Lanai, HI Aug 2010 
Wang Landslide imaging Puerto Rico Aug 2010 
Soule Geyser deformation measurements Yellowstone NP Sep 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Figure 24. Shows a photo of the UNAVCO's Riegl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25. Shows TLS survey of a conifer ecosystem in 
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Z620 TLS in Baja, Mexico.  A.J. Herrs and 
undergraduate students from UCLA are conducted the 
survey.  PI: Mike Oskin (UC Davis). 

Figure 26. Shows David Phillips of UNAVCO 
educating reception attendees about Terrestrial Laser 
Scanning. Image courtesy Linda Rowan (AGI). Figure 27. Shows TLS survey of 

Puerto Rico.  UNAVCO's Riegl VZ400
operated by PI G. Wang and Universi

landslide at Ponce, 
 scanner is being 

ty of Puerto Rico 
student F. Rivera Santiago (PI: Guoquan Wang). 

Figure 28. TLS point 
cloud image of 
outcrop in San Rafael 
swell scanned by PI C. 
Connor (University of 
South Florida).  
Colors represent 
amplitude (intensity) 
of laser returns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Everglades National Park using UNAVCO's new Leica C10 
scanner.  Here the scanner is operated by Emmanuelle Feliciano 
Bonilla of the University of Miami, and is assisted by an 
undergraduate student and professor associated with the 
Waterscapes project. PI: Shimon Wdowinski (University of 
Miami). 



Community Support and Participation 
In addition to the above highlights, UNAVCO staff provided general support to the community 
through participation in meetings, advisory panels, outreach, etc.  For example, David Phillips 
served as a member of the newly formed Open Topography Advisory Committee and participated 
in the first meeting of this group at SDSC in June; David Phillips presented an overview of  
UNAVCO LiDAR data and resources at the Riverside Water Resources NGS meeting; David 
Phillips and Charles Meertens presented talks during a LiDAR session (hosted by David Phillips 
and Ken Hudnut) at the 2010 UNAVCO Science Workshop, and David Phillips also presented a 
demonstration of UNAVCO's new TLS instruments during the workshop.  UNAVCO will host a 
GSA Short Course on TLS as part of the 2010 Geological Society of America (GSA) annual 
meeting taking place in October 2010, to be taught by J. Oldow (UT Dallas), C. Aiken (UT 
Dallas) and D. Phillips.  David Phillips will again be co-chairing a special session at the 2010 
Americal Geophysical Union (AGU) 2010 Fall meeting focusing on TLS, with B. Brooks (U. of 
Hawaii) and G. Bawden (USGS).  David  Phillips, Charles Meertens and Marianne Okal all 
provided representation and information to the community during meetings, institutional visits 
and individual conversations.  
 
Data Repository 
The availability of new scanners has created a flood of TLS and ancillary data. With several 
different TLS manufacturers to accommodate and a range of project types UNAVCO needs to 
have a flexible, but comprehensive data repository for a diverse set of information. We have 
drafted an initial project archive data and product (e.g. merged point clouds) list including TLS 
scans, merged scans, scan photos, field photos, maps, GPS data, project workflow directories, 
software and other data and metadata. This list is being reviewed by INTERFACE PIs. We will 
also be working with U. South Florida researchers who have been developing a similar set of 
repository requirements for archeological applications. UNAVCO is also developing a data 
system for high altitude aircraft LiDAR for a NASA ROSES funded project. As part of that 
project we are examining the feasibility of using UNIDATA’s RAMADDA data repository 
system. Initial results are very promising and RAMADDA should work well for TLS data as 
well. We anticipate making a prototype system over the next 6 months. 

2.13 NASA/SENH Program Support 
The UNAVCO Facility provides support to JPL in the management of the NASA GNSS 
infrastructure through a network of 79 permanent GNSS stations called the Global GNSS 
Network (GGN) which represent approximately 20% of the stations that make up the IGS GNSS 
permanent station network (Figure 29). Data from these stations are used to produce highly 
accurate products that are essential for Earth science research, multidisciplinary applications, and 
education.  Regular fiscal accountability reports and use of the NASA-Statement of Work (SOW) 
as a living document and discussion/concurrence via regular meetings with JPL/Caltech Product 
Delivery Manager (David Stowers), help to ensure consistency between NASA-funded IGS 
efforts, JPL GNSS programs, and the resources and expertise applied to these efforts and 
programs by UNAVCO.  Performance metrics for NASA/SENH program support are given in 
Table 10.   
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Table 10. Engineering  Performance Metrics – NASA CORE (12/01/09– 8/31/10)
WBS Task Performance Metrics Numbers 

 Engineering and 
Equipment Services 

  

1.2.1.2 
 
 

Permanent Station 
Operations 

# stations monitored (on 
O&M list), 
# station troubleshoot 
events 
# new stations installed 

 
79 
 
610 
2 

1.2.1.3 Permanent Station 
Maintenance # field trips or upgrades  

19 
1.2.1.4.1 Development and 

Testing 
# D&T projects 
completed 

 
2 

1.2.1.4.2 Equipment Repairs # receivers repaired 1 
 

Figure 29. Map showing GGN stations and a current (September 20, 2010) snapshot of the network status. Green 
dots indicate stations that are operational, yellow dots are operational and have additional L2C capability with a 
second receiver; blue dots are operational and have GLONASS capability; red dots are currently non-operational; 
and orange dots indicate stations that have been decommissioned.    

 
 
 
 
 
Currently 70 GGN stations are fully operational providing daily files to the geodetic user 
community. In addition, all of these stations provide a one second stream of real-time data to JPL 
and various users worldwide. A number of stations have recently experienced various hardware 
failures and have required replacement equipment to bring the station online.  These items have 
included: antenna cables, antennas, receivers, splittlers, computer systems (or components 
thereof), and VSAT repairs (Table 10).  
  

 



As part of its support, the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 610 individual 
troubleshooting and maintenance issues during the report period (December 1, 2009 through 
August 31, 2010).  These troubleshooting incidents include: communication outages, 

 as various hardware upgrades at 19 stations.  
rain on the GGN budget particularly in the area 

arges totaled nearly $3,500 for one shipment to 
 were installed and are discussed below. 

ar.  UNAVCO and JPL collaborated with Mr. Rui 
. Marcos Henry (St. Helena Meteo Office) on 

St. Helena Island at the Meteo Office located in Jamestown, St. 
Helena Island, UK.  The station is providing a one 
second stream of GPS + GLONASS data on the newly 
constructed pillar monument. Rui Fernandes traveled to 
the station to facilitate the installation of the monument 
for the GNSS station. Equipment was configured and 
shipped by UNAVCO with JPL handling the data 
offloading. Travel to this particular part of the world can 
be difficult as there is no airport on the island. The island 
is only accessible via boat, the Royal Mail Ship (RMS). 
Travel in one direction takes roughly five days, and the 
boat docks at St. Helena for only three days. Figure 30 
shows Marcos Henry (local collaborator) in the middle, 
along with other staff members from the Meteo office 
that helped with the station installation. 
 

This GNSS station will offer an interesting co-location with the DORIS station which has been 
there for 17 years, and covers the 3 different positions: HELA, HELB, and HEMD, for which 
there are precise "intra-technique" local tie surveys. Various groups have expressed interest in 
using the data from this station due to its remote location.  This station is also very important due 
to the decommissioning of the station on Ascension Island, and will be capable of tracking L5 in 
the future, pending an upgrade of the receiver firmware.  UNAVCO also facilitated the 
installation of the internet connection being used by the station and has absorbed the associated 
cost for the internet connection which totals roughly $9,000 per year. 
 
Due to security concerns, it was determined that a trip to install a short drill braced monument 
would be done when there were other individuals traveling to the station to install the VLBI or 
SLR equipment.  In the interim, we would run our equipment off of the same antenna which was 
installed for the National Mapping Agency of Nigeria (OsGoF).  UNAVCO configured and 
shipped equipment for the new station and the equipment has since been installed by local 
collaborators with the help of Dr. Rui Fernandes.  Rui Fernandes has visited the station twice this 
year while in Africa on other business in order to help facilitate the installation of our equipment 
and to aid in communications with local personnel. His most recent attempt to bring the station 
online could not be completed due to a faulty splitter.   A replacement splitter was shipped to 
Nigeria and arrived September 6, 2010.  Our local collaborators traveled to the airport to obtain 

Figure 30. Station contact Marcos Henry 
(middle) and other staff members who 
helped with the installation of the station on 
St. Helena Island.   

configuration changes, maintenance trips, as well
The hardware upgrades have put an increased st
of shipping charges.  (For example, hipping ch
one station.) Additionally, two new GGN stations

New GGN Installations 
Two new GGN stations were installed this ye
Fernandes, SEGAL (UBI, IDL) Portugal,  and Mr
the addition of a new station on 
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the splitter from customs authorities.  Once the splitter is installed, data collection on our 
computer will be configured and the station will be online. Running the station in this mode will 
allow for verfication of the internet connection, which may have some issues which need to be 
worked out.  Once operation of the station is considered stable, plans will then be discussed for 
an engineering site visit to install a short drill braced monument at the facility in the exposed 
bedrock.  Communication with local collaborators has recently improved and we are looking 
forward to bringing this station online before the end of September. 

Existing GGN Station Upgrades 
As part of the ongoing task of maintaining the GGN network, computers were purchased and 
configured with Linux Fedora Core 9 Operating System.  Roughly nineteen GGN stations 
received some form of replacement hardware/upgrades such as new computer systems, updated 
receivers in order to make the network more homogeneous in regard to configuration, security, 
and where appropriate, to expand GLONASS tracking capability.   
 
The Ambohimpanompo, Madagascar (ABPO) station will receive a new low power computer 
when UCSD personnel travel to the station to install a DC solar array and will move all 
equipment to this DC based system, including our GPS equipment.  The computer in Bangalore, 
India (IISC) failed due to severe power outages; the locals replaced the motherboard in the 
computer and were able to restore operations quickly.  The computer at the McDonald Optical 
Observatory (MDO1) was also replaced in order to fix issues with local power outages and the 
computer not powering on after an outage.  The Port Stanley, Falkland Islands (FALK) computer, 
as well as the Eldoret, Kenya (MOIU), Brewster, Washington (BREW), Cote d’Ivorie (YKRO), 
Galapagos, Ecquador (GLPS) computers were all replaced or have a spare waiting onsite.  The 
Palmer Station, Antarctica (PALM/PALV) station was experiencing power issues, so a new UPS 
plus extra battery were shipped down and installed by local collaborators.  The Kellyville, 
Greenland (KELY) station was outfitted with a new computer system and the receiver was 
upgraded to an Ashtech MicroZ.   
 
The Easter Island (ISPA), Mbarara, Uganda (MBAR), and Galapagos Station in Quito, Ecquador 
(GLPS) all received VSAT upgrades or repairs.  These upgrades/modifications were not 
performed by UNAVCO and were done by MP Integral, the USGS/ASL, or local collaborators.  
Unfortunately the VSAT repairs did not last long for ISPA and MBAR, and a spare transceiver 
has been shipped to Mbarara, Uganda for the locals to replace.  The station on Easter Island will 
be receiving a complete replacement VSAT in order to restore communications.  UCSD has 
ordered the equipment and will see to its replacement. 
 
A visit was made to the North Liberty, Iowa (NLIB) station in order to setup a temporary system 
over a known NGS bench mark.  This system will collect data so that a position offset can be 
determined due to a new mounting system which was installed in November of 2009. The new 
mounting system was required in order to replace the failing AOA choke ring antenna with a 
calibrated antenna/dome combination, which is now a requirement of the IGS.  The UNAVCO 
Facility sent the specific antenna/dome combination to Geo++ for absolute phase center 
calibration prior to the installation of the combination at NLIB. Upon installation of the new 
mount, it was determined that the new mount was not machined precisely enough for this 
application and has thus introduced a horizontal offset to the position timeseries.  Prototype 
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Figure 31. Temporary system setup over “North 
Liberty 1987” NGS benchmark.  NLIB can be seen in 
the background to the right, and the VLBA antenna on 
the left. 

Figure 32. Trench for antenna cable and empty 
conduit shown on right, also installed in trench. 

Figure 33.  (left) - New VSAT system 
which provides internet to GGN station 
QUIN.  (right) – SNOW radome installed  
in preparation for winter and because this 
combination will be accepted by the IGS 
since calibration values exist for this 
particular combination of antenna plus 
radome. 

number four has been machined and if approved fo
months in to correct the horizontal offset which was in
antenna cable installed last November was tren
required some tree trimming and general site clea
same trench so that no trenching would have to 
in the future (Figures 31 and 32). 
 

r use, will be installed at NLIB in the coming 
troduced.  The new 420 foot LMR 600 

ched during a site visit in May, which also 
nup.  An empty conduit was also installed in the 

be done if another monument were to be installed 

 

 
 
 
A site visit was made to the Quincy, California (QUIN) station in order to determine why the 
station had gone offline.  The computer monitor and UPS system were also replaced during this 
visit.  It was determined that the pole holding the VSAT was unstable and an attempt was made 
to stabilize the pole by attaching it to the trailer housing the equipment. (Figure 33)  A sturdier, 
heavy duty pole has since been acquired and cemented three feet into the ground.  Nic Flores 
traveled to the site in August and installed a brand new VSAT system on the new pole.  During 
this visit, a SNOW radome was also installed onto the choke ring antenna in anticipation of 
winter.  The site has been operating without any issues since the VSAT upgrade. 
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was installed on the Harvest Oil 
ontact; issues continue to be 
operation of the unit which is 
rsion of software running on the 

at UNAVCO and operations were 
verfied to work with the same type of receiver and MET unit.  It 
would appear as though the software is changing the baud rate on 
the port which in turn is preventing MET data from being injected 
into the GPS data file.  A MET4 unit was installed at GLPS, the 
GGN station located at the Charles Darwin Foundation (CDF).  
After some initial issues, mainly with the computer, the new MET 
unit is operating normally.  The MET4 unit was also swapped out 
at the Mbarara, Uganda (MBAR) station by Mauricio Patino who 
was there upgrading the VSAT hardware.  Communications were 
restored to the site, but only for a short time before the link once 
again went down due to issues with the VSAT.  We are still 
waiting for the locals to swap out a new receiver which has been 
shipped.  (Figure 34). 
 

UNAVCO is collaborating with personnel from the USGS’s Geomagnetism Group to help setup 
a user group for the Dedo, Guam (GUAM) station after receiving news that our station contact 
Paul Hattori suffered a stroke earlier this year and has lost the use of his right arm and the ability 
to communicate.  He will not be able to return to work as our station contact.  The USGS is 
actively looking for someone to replace him. Our station contact at the Quincy, California 
(QUIN) station, Kyle Felker, has retired from the Forest Service after 35 years of service but has 
been gracious enough to continue helping out when he is available.   
 
Two campaign systems were installed at Goddard’s Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory 
this past July as construction started on schedule on the area where the next generation VLBI 
antenna will be installed.  Due to the rate at which construction crews were progressing, Victoria 
Andreatta visited GGAO and installed two campaign systems to collect data so that a site tie can 
be done once the two new permanent deep drill braced monuments have been installed sometime 
next year.   One system consisting of a Topcon NetG3-A plus Topcon CR.G3 choke ring antenna, 
were installed on a pillar which is situated across the road from the construction.  The second 
system was setup using a Tech2000 mast and consists of a Trimble NetRS plus Zephyr Geodetic 
antenna (Figure 35).  Both systems are streaming data to a computer system being housed in 
building 204, which is also apparently inhabited by a number of birds.  There were a few minor 
details which had to be worked out in order to get the station online, as the OS had to be 
upgraded prior to being allowed on the network at Goddard.  Markers were also set into the 
concrete pad for the new VLBI antenna, and Honeywell setup two campaign systems to collect 
data over these marks for two days. 
 

A new Paroscientific MET4 unit 
Platform (HARV) by our site c
worked out for the continuous 
believed to be related to the ve
computer. A test was conducted 

Figure 34. New MET4 unit 
installed at MBAR station. 



 

Figure 35 – Two temporary systems logging data 
at GGAO Facility. 
 

NASA Development and Testing Activities 
NASA's Global GNSS Network (GGN) will need to have the ability to respond to changes in 
GNSS equipment technology and availability, along with related additions/advances in GNSS 
signals and constellations, while maintaining network stability. In order track these new satellites 
and signals, new equipment will need to be tested and validated.  The Marshall testing facility 
(Figure 36) will be used to test permanent GNSS station equipment in a controlled, but realistic 
environment, ensuring the GGN will be prepared to meet the requirements of tomorrow's GNSS 
technology, and be able to better model the uncertainties and biases that will inevitably follow 
equipment upgrades at core reference frame sites.    
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Figure 36. Marshall Field Testing Facility 
located to the South of Boulder. 

 
 
A number core reference frame stations co-located with other space geodetic techniques are in 
need of equipment upgrades, specifically antenna and/or antenna plus radome replacements.  
These stations comprise some of the longest running GNSS stations to date and care must be 
taken to preserve the reference frame coordinate.  The problem is due to the method by which a 
choke ring antenna is mounted on the monument.  The current configuration does not allow for 
the replacement of an officially calibrated antenna/radome combination.  Of the eleven sites that 
are in need of an antenna upgrade, and which have the outdated mounting system for the antenna, 
ten are core reference frame sites used in the determination of the Global Geodetic Reference 
frame.  The most desirable solution would be to install a new highly stable drilled-braced 
monument at as many of the reference frame stations as possible before the currently operating 
equipment fails.  If a site tie can not be made prior to equipment failure, the reference frame 
coordinates will no longer be useful for a number of years until a new time series becomes 
available.  Due to budgetary constraints, there is not enough money to permit installation of a 
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Figure 37 -Photo on left shows current ring which prevents the installation of an officially calibrated 
antenna/radome combination (specifically a SCIGN radome).  Photo on right shows new proposed 
mounting system and how it will be integrated with the current mounting ring.  This mounting system will 
be installed at NLIB and will replace the previous mounting system which did not meet expectations and 
introduced a horizontal offset to the position solution. 

geodetic quality monument at these stations.  A number of these stations are in need of repair 
immediately, which has prompted the developm   Figure 37 
shows the current and latest prototype mounti  is 
currently awaiting a design review, and if ext few 
weeks.  Prototype number two of the new mounti mber 
of 2009, but it’s installation did not
component to the position timeseries.  It was known
The latest prototype allows for enough moveme
the mark.  There will still be a vertical o
horizontal error that was introduced in Novemb
precise determination of the new antenna height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Several other Development and Testing projects of importance to NASA and the GGN are 
currently in progress.  New receiver firmware for Topcon GNSS receivers (v3.5) is currently 
being evaluated which allows for the tracking of the new L5 signal, and evaluation of the 
NetG3A receiver for use at GGN stations is ongoing.   The NetR8 is Trimble’s current state-of-
the-art “next generation” receiver capable of tracking all current and planned constellations such 
as GLONASS, Galileo, and Compass/Beidou, and is being evaluated alongside similar offerings 
from other manufacturers, such as Topcon, Leica,  Septentrio, and Magellan.   See the 
Development and Testing section for further information related to ongoing tests. 

Other NASA Support 
UNAVCO, through the core cooperative agreement, and sponsored by NASA, NSF EAR and 
NSF OPP, supports the development and maintenance of UNAVCO's TEQC software. This 
software includes data translation from over 50 receiver formats, data editing and quality 
checking. TEQC is integral to the GGN and IGS data handling and is widely used by hundreds of 
US and international GNSS groups. TEQC is in fact one of the most widely accessed parts of the 
UNAVCO website with over 25 downloads of the software occurring each day. TEQC is an 
important part of development and testing activities and is a critical part of the GNSS data 
processing work flow as well as for operations and archiving. UNAVCO staff interacts with 
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international groups defining RINEX and BINEX format specifications and has participated in 
the IGS Analysis Center workshops where formats and other issues related to GNSS 
modernization were discussed. In order to begin to address the considerable complexities that are 
presented by the evolution of GNSS instrumentation, UNAVCO added a new 0.5 FTE (.25 
NASA/.25 NSF) software engineer position to the Facility Data Group funded by NSF EAR, and 
NASA. 
In addition to supporting and helping to maintain the GGN, UNAVCO NASA Project Engineer 
(Nic Flores), accompanied by UNAVCO PBO Operations Manager (Karl Feaux) hand delivered 
23 GPS campaign systems to investigators in Chile a few weeks after the magnitude 8.8 
earthquake struck the region.  A number of UNAVCO investigators were in Chile and Argentina 
when the quake struck and promptly contacted UNAVCO for support.  They were able to secure 
emergency funding from NSF in order to get stations deployed so that the post seismic 
deformation monitoring could begin as soon as possible after the earthquake.  Nic was an ideal 
candidate to travel down to South America as he is bi-lingual and fluent in Spanish. 

Things to Come 
UNAVCO Facility and PBO personnel are preparing to install two deep drill braced monuments 
at Goddard's Geophysical and Astronomical Observatory (GGAO).  Construction of the concrete 
pad for the next generation VLBI antenna began in July 2010.  The current GNSS monument, 
GODE/GODZ, will be overshadowed by the new VLBI antenna and in order for a site tie to be 
completed; a new monument needs to be installed prior to this.  This has presented a number of 
challenges due to delays in receiving funding.  The GGAO Facility is one of the few locations in 
the world where four or more space geodesy techniques are co-located, thus providing scientists 
with a unique opportunity to assess system performance and perform multi-technique analysis.  
The techniques include: Next Generation Satellite Laser Ranging (NGSLR), Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry (VLBI), GNSS, Doppler Orbitography by Radiopositioning Integrated on Satellite 
(DORIS), and coming soon, next generation VLBI. 

IGSCB Support 
UNAVCO provided financial support to the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) by arranging 
accommodations for the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) meeting, and the IGS 
governing board meeting that took place December 13, 2009 at the fall AGU meeting in San 
Francisco.  UNAVCO also provided participant support funds to bring Mr. Richard Wonnacott to 
the United States from South Africa for the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) meeting, 
as well as provided registration fees and his accommodations for the AGU meeting in San 
Francisco, California.  Mr. Wonnacott chairs the committee for the International Association of 
Geodesy sub commission on Reference Frames for the AFREF initiative.  UNAVCO is pleased 
to be able to provide support for his participation in these meetings.  UNAVCO also hosted the 
IGS / GGOS reception at AGU. 
 
UNAVCO is regularly participating in meetings with personnel from the IGS CB regarding the 
re-design of the IGS website.  This is a collaborative effort and UNAVCO’s areas of expertise 
regarding databases and metadata storage are being utilized in the design of the new IGS website.   
 
UNAVCO has a development server running and was able to quickly get the EUREF site log 
manager code running on it.  An evaluation of the code was provided to the IGSCB regarding 
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recommendations for moving forward utilizing the EUREF database code. UNAVCO also 
consulted on best practices for design documentation and updated the EUREF database to a truly 
relational model.  All tables were normalized and referential integrity is now being enforced.  
UNAVCO consulted with the IGS regarding their design goals and technologies for developing 
their own site log manager.  An auditing engine was built for the database in order to log all user 
transactions with the database. The IGS decided that they did not want to use the EUREF site log 
manager code and are looking more closely at the Data Archive Interface developed at 
UNAVCO.  Roughly thirteen percent of the NASA budget has been allocated to support IGSCB 
efforts, down two percent from the previous year. 
.   

2.14 NSF Office of Polar Programs Support 
More detailed reporting of NSF-OPP is provided in separate program specific reports, available at 
www.unavco.org/polar. Major efforts for the year included equipment and technical support to 25 
Antarctic and 22 Arctic PI field projects, further ground based LiDAR support which included an 
NSF award funding for one dedicated LiDAR engineering position and significant progress for 
more robust LiDAR data processing, polar cGPS networks operations and maintenance support, 
and ongoing permament station development focused on enhanced Iridium communications and 
wind turbine development. NSF funding was obtained for one position dedicated to network 
engineering support and related technology development based on the proliferation of systems and 
networks installed during the International Polar Year (Table 11). 
 
The 2010 Arctic field season supported 22 projects in Alaska, Iceland, and Greenland. UNAVCO 
provided equipment and technical support for GNET operation and maintenance efforts which 
resulted in successful visits to 17 GNET stations by collaborator Danish Technical University 
field team to both fix stations that were down and to upgrade operational stations to the latest 
configuration.   Major new projects include the 10 receiver Nuuk Fjords network (M. Truffer PI), 
a bedrock geodetic base station north of Kangia (G. Catania PI), and snow mount cGPS system 
near Raven Camp (J. Harper PI), and several LiDAR surveys on the Alaska North Slope (M. 
Gooseff, C. Tweedie, N. Shiklamanov PIs).  
 
Preparations are underway for several large Antarctic GPS projects, and additional receivers and 
equipment have been acquired for WISSARD (S. Tulaczyk PI), Whillans Ice Stream Stick Slip 
measurements (P.Winberry PI), and Byrd Glacier Dynamics (L. Stearns PI). Permanent station 
operations and maintenance continues to grow at both poles, with 104 Polar GPS stations on the 
UNAVCO O&M list. The fourth and (hopefully) final installation season for POLENET (T. 
Wilson PI) in Antarctica is underway with plans to install eight new sites and provide mainenance 
as needed to existing sites. Three POLENET stations (E. Domack PI – Figure 38) and two glacier 
dynamics stations (T. Scambos PI) were deployed on the east side of the Antarctic Peninsula as 
part of the LARISSA project. 
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 Figure 38. LARISSA CGPS station at Foyn Point with 
the Larsen B embayment in the background. 
 Photo by Eugene Domack. 

 
Meetings attended included the Polar Technology Conference (which UNAVCO hosted in 
Boulder), Polar Network Science Committee meeting, the Oslo IPY Conference (where 
UNAVCO highlighted IPY contribution with three poster presentations and a booth in the exhibit 
hall), and the SCAR Open Science Conference. 
 
Table 11. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP 

1.3.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Arctic 

1.3.1.2 Permanent Station Ops 

# stations monitored (on 
O&M list) 
# station maintenance events 
# unique PIs 

47 
 

17 
5

1.3.1.4 PI Project Services 
# projects 
# unique PIs 

22 
19

1.3.1.6 Development and Testing # D&T projects 3

1.3.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance # receivers in pool 89

1.3.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs # repairs completed See WBS 1.1.1.8

1.4.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Antarctic 

1.4.1.2 Permanent Station Ops 

# stations monitored (on 
O&M list) 
# station maintenance events 
# unique PIs 

47 
 

15 
8

1.4.1.4 PI Project Services 
# projects 
# unique PIs 

25 
24

1.4.1.6 Development and Testing # D&T projects 3

1.4.1.7 Pool Equipment Maintenance # receivers in pool  174

1.4.1.8 PI Equipment Repairs # repairs completed See WBS 1.1.1.8
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2.3 Data Support 
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high 
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators at ten 
thousand locations around the globe (Figure 39). The Data Group also manages the WInSAR and 
GeoEarthScope SAR data archives at UNAVCO. The GPS and SAR archives are components of 
the UNAVCO Data Center, which is developed and maintained by the Facility Data Group. 
NSF’s significant investment in GPS and SAR data collections reaps its full benefit over time, as 
new data reveal longterm position changes and velocity trends as well as short-term anomalies. 
The UNAVCO Data Center plays a key role in longterm GPS and SAR data and data product 
safe storage and access by the community.  
 
The Data Group maintains an extensive collection of computer and storage systems hardware and 
associated data management software, database tools, and web access tools to manage this 
important task. During 2010, the Data Group invested in additional RAID storage to support the 
ongoing growth in GPS data holdings and to further support data discovery and access.  The 
failover ftp server at the new offsite location in Socorro, NM was configured and replaces this 
functionality formerly sited at IRIS. 
 

 
Figure 39. The red dots show the 11,329 monuments with archived GPS data through 31 August 2010; the dots 
outlined in black show the 2,014 monuments with data archived during 2010; the dots outlined in white are 
monuments with associated data archived during prior years. 

GPS Data in the UNAVCO Archive 
GPS data holdings include 844 campaigns and 2,247 permanent stations (Table 12); 1965 
permanent stations were actively returning data at the end of August, 2010. Data in the Archive 
are associated with 11,346 globally-distributed monuments as shown in Figure 40.  
 
During 2010, data flow management and archiving for 113 additional NSF, NASA or community 
supported permanent stations were put in place. This includes 5 new PBO stations, butdoes not 
include PBO Cascadia High Rate stations (discussed later). An additional 35 campaigns were 
archived this year. Table 13 shows the Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for 
UNAVCO archiving  and data distribution activities for 2010.  
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Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the 
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp 
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume of 
GPS level 0 data in the online repository grew by 24% during 2010 and now exceeds the 16-
terabyte (tb) mark (Table 12 and Figure 40).  With the completion of PBO construction, the 
numbers of permanent stations with data in the archive will grow more slowly in the next few 
years. Including products and additional files required by PBO and the data volume in the ftp 
pickup public archive, the total GPS archive holdings stand just over 20 tb (compressed).  
 
 
Table 12. GPS data archiving statistics for 2006-2010. 

 Permanent Stations Handled (per year) Campaigns Processed (per year) 
 # Archived # Files GBytes #Archived # Files GBytes 
2006 1,133 636,340 1,520.4 39 11,038 39.7 
2007  1,572 645,931 4,382.1 88 20,060 160.3 
2008 1,794 796,626 2,787.9 40 11,556 56.3 
2009 1,896 742,114 3,089.9 44 22,795 75.3 
2010 1,965 483,383 2,680.2 35 12,732 42.5 
Total 
(includes pre 
FY2006) 

2,247 w/data 4,008,526 15,762.4 844 185,231 583.49 

 
 
 
Table 13. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO GNSS archiving  and data distribution 
activities for 2010. 

WBS Report -- GPS  – Facility Data Group for the one year period ending  
August 31, 2010 

WBS Element Metric Quantity or 
gigabytes 

Permanent Stations Archived 
 Permanent stations with data 2,247 
 Permanent stations - active 1,965 
 PBO/Nucleus stations 1,101 
High Rate Permanent Stations Archived 
 PBO Cascadia 1-Hz stations 89 
Campaigns Archived 
 Campaigns archived 35 
All Archived 
 Monuments with data 11,329 
1.1.2.2 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products  
 Total data archived 4,108 GB  
Subdivisions for files archived: 
 Campaign data archived 80 GB 
 Permanent station data archived 4,028 GB 
 PBO/Nucleus data archived  2,211 GB 
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 Standard rate data archived (e.g. 15 s sample 
interval) 

2,887 GB 

 High rate data archived (1 s sample interval) 773 GB 
 High rate data archived (~0.2 s sample interval) 391 GB 
 Met data archived <1 GB 
 Product files archived 1,334 GB 
1.1.2.3 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products Accessed 
 Total files accessed 9,344 GB 
 Number of unique domains (avg per month) 1,503 
Subdivisions for files Accessed: 
 Campaign files accessed 132 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 9 
 Permanent station files accessed 8,043 GB 
 -number of unique domains 1,238 
 PBO/Nucleus files accessed  6,356 GB 
 -number of unique domains (avg per month) 995 
 Standard rate files accessed (e.g. 15 s sample 

interval) 
7,471 GB 

 -number of unique domains 1,503 
 High rate files accessed (<=1 s sample interval)  585 GB 
 -number of unique domains 22 
 Met files accessed 2 GB 
 -number of unique domains 16 
 Product files accessed 1,202 GB 
 -number of unique domains 66 
NSF and NASA Community Software
1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4 TEQC downloads 9,463 
 TEQC information requests 1,038 
NASA Stations Data/Metadata 
1.2.2.2 Permanent stations handled 82 
Antarctic Stations/Projects 
1.4.2.2 Permanent station data archived 163 GB 
1.4.2.2 Projects handled 1 
Arctic Stations/Projects 
1.3.2.2 Permanent station data archived 36 GB 
1.3.2.2 Projects handled 3 
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Figure  40. (left). UNAVCO GPS archive cumulative GPS data volume in the online repository by calendar year.  
(right) UNAVCO Archive data GPS volume added to the online repository each calendar year. PBO event-based 5-
Hz data contributed heavily to the 4.5 tb of data archived during 2007. Event-based data volume was much smaller 
for 2008-2010. In 2010, Cascadia high rate data started to be archived and will contribute significantly to the high 
rate volume in years to come. 

Table 14 provides a complete listing of campaigns archived during 2010 and Table 15 provides a 
summary of the permanent station networks currently providing data to the archive. 
 
Table 14. Campaigns archived during 2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ID PROJECT NAME PI FUNDING 
G3123 Afar 2009 – data added Calais NSF-EAR 
G3172 Antarctica Support 2008/2009 various NSF-OPP 
G3268 Antarctica Support 2009/2010 various NSF-OPP 
G3185 Bering 2009 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G3198 Denali 2009 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G3246 Eritrea 2004 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3248 Eritrea 2005 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3251 Eritrea 2006 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3253 Eritrea 2007 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3255 Eritrea 2008 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3271 Eritrea 2009 Reilinger NSF-EAR 
G3167 Ethiopia 2009 Reilinger, Bendick NSF-EAR 
G3178 Greenland Supraglacial Lakes 2007 Das, Joughin NSF-OPP 
G3181 Greenland Supraglacial Lakes 2008 Das, Joughin NSF-OPP 
G3183 Greenland Supraglacial Lakes 2009 Das, Joughin NSF-OPP 
G3244 Hayward Fault 2008 Burgmann, Nadeau NSF-EAR 
G3273 Houston 1995-2005 Engelkemeir Community 
G3189 ISEA 2009 Freymueller, Miura, 

Sato, Sun 
Community 

G3242 Jamaica 2009 DeMets, Tikoff NSF-EAR 
G3136 Jamaica Semi-Continuous 2006-2009 DeMets NSF-EAR 
G3187 Kamchatka 2009 Freymueller, 

Eichelberger, 
Izbekov, West 

NSF-ISE 



G3192 Kenai 2009 Abers, Christianson, 
Freymeuller 

NSF-EAR 

G3200 Kuril Continuous 2008 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G3202 Kuril Continuous 2009 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G3231 Long Valley 2000 Owen, Koenig NSF-EAR 
G3233 Long Valley 2001 Owen, Koenig NSF-EAR 
G3239 Mono Lake 2009 Williams, Hempill-

Haley 
Community 

G3206 Okmok Semi-Continuous 2008 Freymueller USGS 
G3211 Okmok Semi-Continuous 2009 Freymueller USGS 
G3208 PBO Ties 2009 Freymueller Community 
G3215 Redoubt 2009 Freymueller USGS 
G3217 Redoubt Semi-Continuous 2009 Freymueller USGS 
G3266 Santorini 2010 Newman Community 
G3222 STEEP 2009 Freymueller, Pavlis NSF-EAR 
G3158 Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan 2009 data added Bendick, Bilham NSF-EAR 
TOTAL   35 
 

Table15.  Permanent Station Networks archived at UNAVCO. 
Network  
Name or Location 

Network  
Number of  Stations Name or Location Number of  Stations 

Active Inactive/ 
Retired Active Inactive/ 

Retired 
EarthScope/PBO  
(-USArray) 888 10 Jalisco 6 1 
Nucleus 212 14 Oaxaca, Mexico 6 1 
SCIGN USGS 101 6 Polar Test 6 23 
GGN Core Stations 82 19 Southeast Alaska 6 0 
SuomiNet 57 24 Haiti 5 1 
Antarctica 50 8 Misc. UNAVCO 5 4 
Greenland 46 2 Pakistan 5 1 
BARGEN 44 1 Akutan Volcano 4 0 
Hawaii 39 4 Andaman Islands 4 0 
CAP Andes 26 0 CALIPSO 4 0 
Rio Grande Rift 25 1 Dead Sea 4 0 
PBO Analysis Support 23 6 El Salvador 4 0 
Caltech Nepal - NEGAR 18 0 Ethiopia Tectonics 4 0 
Nicoya Costa Rica 18 2 Okmok Volcano 4 1 
Caltech Andes 17 0 Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir 4 0 
Afar 16 6 Alaska/Denali 3 16 
GULFNET 16 4 CORS 3 4 
Mauna Loa 16 0 Eritrea 3 0 
SAGE New Zealand 16 0 Mexico 3 0 
Central Iceland 14 0 Mt. Spurr 3 0 
Peatland Minnesota 14 0 Santorini 3 0 
Idaho National Lab 13 0 Arctic 2 0 
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Mid America 13 0 Las Vegas 2 0 
Bangladesh 11 0 Socorro 2 1 
GGN-L2C/Marshall 11 0 Uganda 2 0 
Soil Moisture 11 7 Bhutan 1 1 
Galapagos (Dual Freq) 10 0 DIVE 1 0 
Mediterranean 10 6 IAGT 1 0 
SuomiNet-Caribbean 10 0 Tanzania 1 0 
Calabria 9 1 CVO- Mt. St. Helens 0 1 
US Array 9 0 Guerrero Coast 0 10 
Puerto Rico 7 1 L1 Networks 0 54 
Central Asia 6 3 Miscellaneous retired 0 52 
EBRY 6 2 TOTAL 1965 298 

Full details at 
http://facility.unavco.org/data/gnss/perm_sta.php

EarthScope PBO and Nucleus Data Archiving Support 
The UNAVCO GPS archive holds all PBO and Nucleus data and products. PBO and Nucleus 
data account for more than two-thirds of the overall GPS holdings. October, 2008 saw the 
completion of the MRE construction phase for PBO. During the MRE, Data Group staff 
coordinated with PBO and Nucleus staff to setup new stations and track changes in station 
metadata. During the O&M phase, Data Group staff will continue to coordinate with PBO to 
track changes in station metadata associated with any necessary maintenance. 

Cascadia High Rate Data Archiving Support 
PBO received funding in FY 2010 for upgrading 230 stations in the Pacific Northwest to 1-Hz 
streaming as part of the PBO Cascadia project.  PBO provides support to the Archive for data 
archiving and ftp access to this data. During the report period, 89 stations were upgraded and set 
to deliver data to the Archive. The data volumes are relatively small to this point, but will grow to 
have a data volume 2-3 times that of the standard sample rate PBO network on an annual basis. 
To handle this data volume without impacting the archiving of all of the normal rate stations, data 
flow management directs the high rate Cascadia data to separate processing servers for archiving, 
metadata extraction, RINEXing, and publication to the ftp area. 

Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow 
The Facility data management process utilizes multiple databases with local and web forms, 
reports, and map interfaces to manage critical station and file metadata. Databases facilitate 
network operations and maintenance, and provide for user search capability for access to data and 
metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and 
pull, LDM-IDD, e-mail, and manual data transfers) and are managed via a series of staged 
computers that automatically pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core software 
utilized for the automated archiving process has been developed and is maintained by the 
Facility. A key component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an extensive translation, editing and quality 
checking program for GPS data that is used by hundreds of processing groups around the world.  
 
Station metadata are verified using database cross-checks between equipment, operations and 
archive databases. Archive personnel interact regularly with NSF investigators to facilitate the 
flow of data and metadata into the Archive. Permanent station investigators and engineers can 
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submit changes to their site metadata via the operations database web form. That information is 
validated before being migrated into the Archive metadata database. The operations database 
generates updated IGS-style logs whenever pertinent database fields are changed. 

Archive IT Infrastructure 
The Data Group has implemented a robust, scalable archiving system for automated permanent 
station data handling and for the manual processes used for campaign archiving. For automated 
processing, incoming data are segregated based on the need for high throughput. The data with 
the need for the lowest latency and highest throughput are typically fed into a multi-node 
processor stack that runs in a master/slave configuration. As data volumes increase through time 
(due to additional permanent station installations), additional processing nodes can be added to 
the stack to allow adjustment of throughput to meet project needs. Multiple nodes also ensure 
continued processing in case of failure of any single component. Additional components of the 
system are database servers, storage servers and RAID. Each of these functional components are 
configured with failover servers and storage to avoid single points of failure.  A separate stack of 
processors is used for large volume deliveries of PBO event based high rate data and PBO 
products. A third stack has been implemented for archiving data from PBO’s Cascadia 1-Hz 
project. A fourth stack is used for ongoing archiving system software development and testing.  
As data are archived the export versions for pickup by customers are written to the ftp pickup 
server. Nearly simultaneously, a second copy is written to an offsite failover ftp server. 
Previously this server was located at the IRIS DMS in Seattle. During 2010 this failover 
functionality was implemented on a server in Socorro at New Mexico Tech and the system at 
IRIS was retired. 
 
The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on the enterprise RAID system are 
synchronized daily to a secondary copy on an independent system RAID in-house. Once per  
month the previous month’s long-term archived data are copied to LTO tape. Each month, a 
second tape copy of the newest data is shipped to the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) as 
an offsite copy. Incoming data are also copied over the internet offsite to a server located at New 
Mexico Tech on a daily basis; this ensures that no loss of recently archived data happens due to 
media failure during the interval between archiving and scheduled tape backups. Daily database 
dumps and transaction records are also copied via the internet to the Socorro server. 

GPS Data Discovery and Access 
The Data Center implemented a number of enhancements to the Data Archive Interface Version 2 
(DAIv2) (Figure 41), our next generation interface for GPS search and data access capability that 
was originally released in production in 2009. The DAIv2 is a powerful and flexible Web 
application and set of Java command line clients for discovery and visualization of UNAVCO's 
GPS data and metadata holdings.  Enhancement releases to the DAIv2 in 2010 included 
additional options for the quick look result browser, including site photos; interactive plotting 
capability for QC and position time series data within the detail pages; and short instructional 
videos available as a welcome screen or through the Help area of the web application. 
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Figure 41. UNAVCO’s Data Archive Interface version 2 web tool incorporated visualization (left) and 
documentation enhancements (right) during 2010. 

 

 
 
The web tool provides a user feedback widget which has been useful for gathering user input on 
desired enhancements and on bugs encountered. 
 
UNAVCO’s data holdings are publicly available, subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are 
made available to users in a number of ways. All permanent station data archived are 
immediately translated to RINEX and put on the UNAVCO anonymous ftp pickup area. 
Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive occurs at rate of approximately 2.8 million 
files per month, amounting to 9.3 tb of annual data delivery. Figure 42 shows the 12-month file 
count ftp pickup history. 
 
Data from campaigns that are anonymously available according to the Data Policy can be 
accessed directly through the Archive’s campaign search pages. The web-based request system 
has simplified the process for investigators to access anonymous campaign data; 60 campaigns 
were delivered by anonymous access during 2010. Campaigns that are not anonymously 
accessible and that are beyond their 2-year grace period can also be accessed through the search 
pages. In this case the data are available by request to the Data Center staff; 298 such requests for 
campaign data were completed during 2010, a number that is significantly higher than prior 
years. This increase can be explained by the pronounced interest in campaigns archived with data 
in the geographic areas surrounding the 2010 Chile and Baja earthquakes. (The archive did not 
have as many campaigns available in the area in and around Haiti that the request rate was 
impacted.)  
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Figure 42. Over 34 million files and 9.3 tb of data were accessed through anonymous ftp pickup from the 
UNAVCO GPS archive during the one year period ending 31 August 2010. 

 

 

SOPAC Archive 
UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center 
Archive through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors copies of 
UNAVCO Archive data,  and acts as an IGS Global Data Center. SOPAC continues to support 
the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to GPS data center participation 
using SOPAC-developed tools, and providing user access tools. 

Data Management Software 
UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GNSS Translation, Editing and Quality 
Checking) software package that is extensively used by the GPS community and remains the 
foundation of data input and output for the GPS archive. TEQC is used nationally and 
internationally for major networks such as SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN. 
TEQC software is downloaded an average of  25 times per day. During 2010 TEQC development 
efforts included initial coding to determine GLONASS orbit information from navigation 
messages. When this is complete, it will allow QC to be further developed for GLONASS. 
Additional issues relating to incorporating GNSS observables into a new RINEX 3 format were 
considered, including the impact on TEQC development. Due to the radical change from RINEX 
2.11 to RINEX 3.0, TEQC translation for RINEX 3.0 will not be included n future functionality. 

WInSAR and GeoEarthScope SAR Archives 
Management of the WInSAR Archive has been ongoing at the Data Center since 2005.  During 
the 12 months preceding August 31, 2010, 3,717 scenes and 936 GB of SAR data were archived; 
about half of this was for WInSAR and half for EarthScope (Table16). Most of the WInSAR 
scenes archived in 2010 were purchased from the European Space Agency. The EarthScope 
scenes archived in 2010 were late deliveries of Radarsat-1 data from ASF. (During 2008, the bulk 
of the data assembling for the EarthScope SAR archive was completed. The Alaska Satellite 
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WBS Report – InSAR --Facility Data Group – for the one year period ending  
August 31, 2010 

WBS Element Metric Quantity or 
gigabytes 

NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products  
 Total data archived 936 GB 
NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products Accessed 
 Total data accessed 2,856 GB 
 Number of unique users (avg per month) 22 
 

3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity 

RESESS 
RESESS is asummer research program for minority undergraduates in the geosciences. The 
project’s goal is to help increase the number of students from underrepresented populations 
obtaining graduate degrees in the geosciences. This program is supported by the National Science 
Foundation through Grant No. 0917474 GEO-OEDG and through participant support funds from 
the Facility Cooperative agreement funds at UNAVCO.  

Eleven students participated in RESESS in 2010; three were returning interns and eight were 
first-year interns (Figure 43). The diversity of the eleven interns from the summer of 2010  
includes:  

·      4 women and 7 men 
·      2 African Americans and 9 Hispanics 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 43. (left) RESESS interns of 2010 (from left), John Braswell Luis Montalvo, Luis Mattei, Olamide 
Dada, Arlenys Ramirez, Theresa Carranza, Diana Prado Garzon, Andrew Lopez, Fernando Martinez, Melissa  
Weber (UNAVCO staff), Habib Bravo Ruiz. (right) Distribution of the 11 RESESS interns by where they 
conducted their research, (six at the USGS, one at CU Boulder, and two at UO and UM, respectively). 



RESESS is an eleven-week internship with support throughout the school year. Following a 
creative, fun leadership-training week, the students undertake their research with a science 
mentor at a major institution.  They participate in an intensive writing course with tremendous 
feedback from an instructor and support from an individual writing mentor. Development 
activities for interns included a workshop provided by Bob Lillie (OSU) on “Communicating 
Your Science to Your Audience,” weekend geology field trip, and field experiences learning 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning techniques. 

At summer’s end, interns presented their summer research at a RESESS colloquium and a joint 
poster session with partner program, SOARS, held at UCAR (Figure 44). Ten students have 
submitted abstracts to present their results conferences this fall, with four at AGU. 

      

Figure 44. (left) RESESS intern Olamide Dada, right in photo, talking to the ABC news about earthquake hazards in 
the New Madrid seismic zone in Arkansas, June 8, 2010.  Dada worked with Rob Williams and Bill Stephenson at 
the USGS on identifying faults which caused large sand blows using seismic reflection.  (right) Intern, Fernando 
Martinez-Torres discussies his research project with Dr. Jill McCarthy of the USGS. 
 
Research topics included (amongst others):  

·  Identifying controls on landslides triggered by the 2008 China earthquake  
·      Modeling a Puerto Rican fault using gravity data 
·      Seismic reflection in the New Madrid Seismic Zone in Arkansas 
·      Zircons from the Sudbury Crater impact structure  

 
Where are they now? Two former interns are now in Ph.D. programs, two are in M.S. programs, 
nine are in B.S. programs, six have finished a B.S., two are untracked, and most of the current 
interns intend to attend graduate school.  
 
NSF Meeting on Diversity 
In June, 2010, Val Sloan represented UNAVCO at the NSF Joint Annual Meeting on diversity in 
Washington, D.C to bring together PIs and leadership programs that focus on broadening 
participation, including ethnicity, gender, and disability. UNAVCO hosted a booth on RESESS 
and the IRIS internship programs, participated in a panel discussion on opportunities for faculty 
and students, made numerous contacts with tribal educators from around the country for 
recruiting students to RESESS and faculty for professional development workshops at 
UNAVCO. 
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Community Educators Reached/Engaged 
Education and outreach staff engage teachers, university faculty, community members, and other 
education professionals through professional development workshops, short courses, seminars 
and conference sessions throughout the year. UNAVCO held or presented at 9 professional 
development workshops and at 3 conference/outreach sessions, and held two UNAVCO Short 
Courses (InSAR and Strainmeter) from December 2009 through August 2010.  See Table 17 
below for details. 
Table 17. Professional development workshops & Learning Sessions 
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Jan Cyber-Education Workshop 2-day 2 32   22 5       
Feb Central Tx Teacher Professional 

Dev Wkshp 
3-hr 15     5         

  Access Data Impacts Wkshp 2-hrs 
of 2-
day 

4 19 6           

March Geodesy in the 21st Century 
Wkshp 

8-hr  2 20             

  UNAVCO Science Workshop 3-day      170     12 3   
May RESESS internship 3-

month 
  7 17   2   11   

June IPY: Poster session and booth 3-day  55 25 50 25 25       
  Joint Annual Meeting (JAM): 

presentation and booth 
3-hrs 
of 3-
day  

50   50 50 25       

  Cutting Edge: Teaching 
Geoscience Online Wkshp 

1-hr 
of 3-
day 

  22             

July Illinois EarthScope Workshop  2-
days 
of 14 

25 4 1           

  Earth’s Geophysical Systems 
Online Course 

2 
weeks 
of 4 

8 2             

August Teachers on the Leading Edge 
workshop (TOTLE)  

2-
days 
of 5 

35 5 4 3   2     

  UNAVCO Short Course: 
INSAR: Introduction to 
Processing and Applications for 
Geoscientists 

2.5-
day 

    3         32 

  UNAVCO Short Course: 
Strainmeter: Working with 
Strainmeter and Tiltmeter Data 

2.5-
day 

    4         9 

  Cutting Edge: Using GIS and 
Remote Sensing to Teach 
Geoscience in the 21st Century 

1-hr 
of 2 
day  

  46 11           

  Cyberinfrastructure Summer 
Institute for Geoscientists  

1-day 
of 5 

  29 5           

  Total    196 211 321 105 57 14 14 41 



Education and outreach has initiated providing workshops through online delivery platforms. In 
February, UNAVCO was invited to present a professional development workshop online to 
teachers in Central Texas who are preparing to teach a new 4th-year capstone course in Earth 
Science. In July, collaboration between University of Nebraska, Lincoln faculty member, 
Russanne Low, and UNAVCO Education and Outreach staff, Shelley Olds, resulted in the 
integration of PBO data and activities into the online graduate science education course: Earth’s 
Geophysical Systems. Coursework in the School of Natural Resources program leads students to 
a Masters of Applied Science.   
 
On March 8, 2010, prior to the UNAVCO 2010 Science Workshop, UNAVCO held the "Teaching 
Geodesy in the 21st Century" workshop. This was a full-day UNAVCO and NAGT Cutting Edge 
Workshop with the goal to help college-level teachers incorporate geodesy and new teaching 
techniques into their courses by learning about applications of geodesy to different sub-
disciplines of Earth science. Twelve college faculty and one high school teacher from a tribal 
college in Arizona learned about applications of geodesy to problems such as measuring surface 
elevation changes due to the pumping of groundwater, postglacial rebound from the Laurentide 
Ice Sheet, or measuring changes in landslides over time.  
 
UNAVCO provided significant content and instruction during multiple professional development 
sessions held this summer, including, Teachers on the Leading Edge (TOTLE) workshop (Figure 
45), the Illinois EarthScope Teacher Workshop, Earth’s Geophysical Systems Online Course,  
and the Cyberinfrastructure Summer Institute for Geoscientists. UNAVCO data and community 
science results provide cutting-edge content and are embedded in engaging, data-driven learning 
materials on plate tectonics and other applications of geodesy. Participants gain experience using 
UNAVCO’s Data for Educators and GPS Velocity Viewer web applications to find and 
download PBO GPS data, learn how to interpret GPS Time series plots to describe regional plate 
motion and deformation, and how to install the UNAVCO data KMZs and LiDAR imagery into 
Google Earth. Materials from professional development workshops are available to teachers and 
college faculty through the Community Web Site. 
 
 

    
Figure 45.  (left) Michael Kerwin, University of Denver, explains what he hopes his students will get out of a plate 
boundaries exercise he modified at the workshop. (right) TOTLE participants point in the direction of current motion 
of GPS station P430.  

Projected Workshops / Meetings with Education & Outreach contribution for 2010: 
• Yellowstone-Snake River Plain-Teton EarthScope Interpretive Workshop (Sept. 9-12) 
• National Geoinformatics Community (NGC) E&O Workshop (Sept. 23-24)  
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• USA Science & Engineering Festival - Expo on the Mall (Oct. 23-24) 
• SACNAS Conference (Sept 30 – Oct 3) 
• Analogue to Digital/Mapping to GIS – NAGT sponsored workshop, (Denver, CO, Oct 30) 
• TeXas Earth and Space Science (TXESS) Revolution Academy (October) 

 
Projected UNAVCO Short Courses Series: 

• Terrestrial Laser Scanning (Ground-Based LiDAR) Methods and Applications in 
Geologic Research and Education (GSA Course, Boulder, CO, Oct 30) 

• Processing and Analysis of GPS Data with GAMIT (November 16 – 19, 2010) 

Educational Materials Development, testing, and dissemination 
Master Teacher-in-Residence 
This spring, five past participants in the teacher-residence program provided post-implementation 
assessments on educational modules they had developed during their program at UNAVCO. 
Teachers modified the activities to reflect how they taught the activity and as applicable, 
provided examples of student work. 
 
Faculty-in-Residence  
Prior to the Teaching Geodesy in the 21st Century workshop, participants submitted a teaching 
activity prior to the workshop, improved their activities during the workshop, and completed the 
modifications after the workshop ended. These activites are available on the Cutting Edge 
workspace (SERC website).  

Evaluation  
As part of the Education and Outreach program, UNAVCO Education and Outreach has collected 
participant feedback as formative data through a questionnaire and used to continually improve 
the workshops. Questions focus on the preparedness of the participants to teach the material pre- 
and post- workshop and the usefulness of the UNAVCO educational materials in their teaching. 
Results guide improvements to future professional development workshops and provide a 
measure of how well the program is doing in its mission. 
 
An external evaluator conducted an online survey and telephone interviews of former workshop 
and short course participants using a study population of 175 educators who attended one of 10 
workshops given in 2006-2007. These interviews probed teachers’ experiences in greater depth, 
exploring their motivation to attend the workshop, their experiences at the workshop, and their 
subsequent use of the PBO Nucleus materials.  The findings reveal that educators who attend the 
workshops are motivated by their interest in the content and their desire to take home materials 
that will be useful in their classrooms.  Participants value the strong emphasis on content, access 
to live data sets, opportunities to interact with scientists, and the geographic relevance of 
regionally-focused workshops for those who live in or near the region.  These same valued 
components also presented challenges to some teachers. They also found the workshop materials 
helpful and extensive, and many reported good access to the facilitators after on.  
 
Based on the constructive results from the interviews, UNAVCO restructured their professional 
development workshops to include more classroom-time for participant reflection on techniques 
to incorporate activities into their courses; spending more time on basic geodesy concepts for 
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learners during their initial exposure to the content; and embedding UNAVCO-focused content 
into longer and more in-depth professional development workshops (a best practice). 
 
Based on survey responses and the likely sources of bias in these, the lower limit for classroom 
implementation rate of course activities among workshop participants in the 2006-2007 
workshops was estimated at 20%. External evaluators of the Teachers on the Leading Edge 
(TOTLE) workshop conducted subsequent evaluations through interviews of the participant 
teachers. The TOTLE is a week-long immersive professional development summer program with 
support available throughout the year. The classroom implementation rate of individual activities 
showed much improvement over the previous years with rates varying from 25 – 68% in 2008 
and 40% - 80% in 2009; the Cascadia GPS activity was among one of the five most highly rated 
resources of the TOTLE workshop.  
 
Teachers are enthusiastic to have easy-to-use GPS data and new exciting science to incorporate 
into their Earth science curriculum as evidenced by a sampling of teacher feedback from 
UNAVCO workshops:  
 
“These activities are directly transferrable to my student's current knowledge and provide a great 
way for them to get Objective One (scientific processes, interpreting graphs, and analyzing 
models) practice using information that is entirely new to them.  
 
“This was the best part:  local, based on new data, can read the data, have manipulative maps to 
demonstrate and can look up data on-line from monitors and show in graphs.” 

Active Earth Display 
UNAVCO is working with the Polenet office to create a kiosk-based exhibit called Active Earth 
Display (AED) focused on Polar science.  As part of this effort UNAVCO has produced Power 
through the Night (Figure 46), an interactive exercise to educate people about the power needs of 
scientists doing research in extreme, polar environments and the important factors in powering 
remote, autonomous power and communication systems in Polar regions. Visitors try their hands 
at designing a power system to run the GPS equipment through three years (including three polar 
nights!) of study. Funded by the Polar MRI grant, facility engineers and education staff 
collaborated with a design firm to produce this Flash interactive game. Making the information 
into an interactive game is based on current research which indicates that people will spend much 
longer on an interactive component than with a didactic show of information. See 
www.unavco.org/polarnight.  
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Figure 46. (left) Power Through the Night is a stand-alone module for the web as well being part of a POLENET 
Active Earth module (in development).  (right)Visitors to the UNAVCO booth at the 2009 AGU Fall Meeting stop to 
play Power through the Polar Night. The game was developed by UNAVCO in collaboration with POLENET. 

Outreach 
UNAVCO provided outreach support and activities at multiple venues during this reporting 
period. At the American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting in December 2009 outreach activities 
at AGU 2009 included a 10’x20’ exhibit in the hall and the coordination of over 10 topic sessions 
at the exhibit booth presented by community members and UNAVCO staff to share knowledge 
about the latest tools, resources, and research with AGU attendees.  UNAVCO outreach also 
assisted with sponsorship of the annual Geodesy reception for community members and kept the 
community informed during the conference via various media streams such as Facebook and 
Twitter (Figure 47). 
 
UNAVCO Outreach provided logistical support and participated in the Planning for the Future of 
CyberEducation Workshop, held in Washington, DC 2010, provided production of the 
conference website and registration pages, support and production of the program, all collateral 
materials and posting of presentations online for the UNAVCO Science Workshop held in March 
2010; supported UNAVCO Dave Phillips for the Spring 2010 Congressional Visit Day in 
Washington, D.C.;  provided conference support to UNAVCO’s Polar Program at the 2010 
International Polar Year (IPY) Oslo Science Conference in June 2010 through a 10’x10’ exhibit 
booth and poster sessions. They also coordinated the workshop and registration websites for 
multiple UNAVCO sponsored workshops and distributed outreach materials to seven conferences 
and meetings. Relevant information on UNAVCO activities including links and updates are 
broadcasted through social networking sites: UNAVCO Facebook page, Twitter, and YouTube, 
on a regular basis. 
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Figure 47. (left) UNAVCO’s David Phillips demonstrates LiDAR capabilities to a large audience at the 2009 AGU 
Fall Meeting. (right) UNAVCO’s Bjorn Johns (far right) chats with an IPY Conference attendee at the UNAVCO 
booth in the exhibition hall.  Also at the booth were Seth White of UNAVCO (seated, right), and Tim Parker of 
IRIS-PASSCAL (standing, left).  
 
Highlights 
During this reporting period, UNAVCO Outreach wrote and/or coordinated 17 new science, 
management, education, PBO highlights for the UNAVCO website, including three earthquake 
event response highlights. To provide support to community requests UNAVCO hosted a forum 
for each event for communication by the community, a GEO Supersite for posting scientific 
results, and Science Highlights on each event.  These links can be found on the UNAVCO 
Science Highlight for each event:  
 
Haiti, Jan. 12 
Chile, Feb. 27 
Baja, California, Mexico, April 4 
 
Web traffic was substantial around these sites and the Supersites and forums, and the UNAVCO 
community became very engaged in providing scientific results for posting.  The forum was 
especially useful for the Chile earthquake, where people working remotely in the field were able 
to communicate about logistics and results.   

Metrics: Web and Community Involvement 
Education and Outreach staff continue to work with the UNAVCO webmaster and president for a 
redesign and update of content for the website, one of UNAVCO’s major outreach tools. The 
E&O website provides a ‘go to’ place for information on programs, projects, reports, documents, 
evaluation plans and results, and access to data: www.unavco.org/EO. Updating information and 
revising the structure is an ongoing task. Metrics for the Education and Outreach program are 
presented in Figures 48-51. 
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Figure 48.  Web metrics for Education and Outreach.  These figures show (left) the number of individual 
web pages viewed and (right) the total number of hits on the suite of education and outreach pages.  As the 
education and outreach web areas (edu_outreach + CWS) have grown in number of pages, the web 
statistics indicate that our visitors go to these new pages. Note: A 9 month time period is covered for 2010. 
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Figure 49.  A unique visitor is a host (a computer) that 
has made at least 1 hit on 1 page of a web site during the 
current each month. If this computer makes several 
visits during this period, it is counted only once. The 
data indicate the education and outreach web area 
(edu_outreach + CWS) is reaching a larger audience 
since the roll out of the E&O web areas in 2006. Note: 
A 9 month time period is covered for 2010. 

Figure 51. Number of community leaders (teachers, faculty, scientists, short course participants, and RESESS 
interns) reached through UNAVCO Education and Outreach programs (yearly and cumulative). Note: A 9 
month time period is covered for 2010.  

Figure 50. We have also seen a tremendous growth 
in the use of the RESESS website since 2006 from an 
average of 34 unique visitors per month in 2006, 143 
visitors/mo in 2008, to consistently reaching more 
than 200 visitors per month. Note: A 9 month time 
period is covered for 2010. 
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